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Abstract
Cosmological inflation is the dominating paradigm to account for observa-
tions of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB).
In this thesis, we study the phenomenology of a class of particularly well
motivated models of inflation, known under the generic name of hybrid mod-
els. They are characterised by a transition from a valley to a hilltop shaped
potential. In particular, we study three limiting regimes of the simplest reali-
sation, hybrid inflation, constraining its parameter space using observational
bounds on the spectral index and the non-gaussianity of the primordial per-
turbations.
We find that the model is highly constrained by observations, with large part
of the parameter space either ruled out by a blue spectral index (ns > 1) or
by a large non-gaussianity parameter fNL, two quantities measured with pre-
cision by PLANCK. However, there exists regions in parameter space leading
to interesting phenomenology compatibly with observational bounds.
Also, a version of hybrid inflation with a third light scalar field at horizon
crossing is derived from the supersymmetry framework. We find that the
model can generate observables within observational bounds.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) is made of radiation traveling
through the universe since recombination time, when the decreasing den-
sity of the universe first allowed photons to travel freely over cosmological
distances. Recent experiments measured precisely its properties [3, 4, 5], re-
vealing that today this radiation is feeble and has an average thermal black
body spectrum of temperature 2.725K. It is highly homogeneous but not
exactly so, with an amplitude of fluctuations of order δT
T
≈ 10−5. Current
observations describe them as nearly scale-invariant and either Gaussian or
nearly so.
Since its introduction in the 1980s, inflation [6] became the most promising
framework for explaining these features of the observable universe. It is a
period of accelerated expansion of space in the primordial universe, driven
by negative pressure matter. It explains the homogeneity of the CMB, the
observed flatness of space on observable scales and the absence of relics from
primordial physics in the sky. Furthermore, the accelerated expansion mag-
nifies quantum fluctuations to large scales, providing a framework for un-
derstanding the origin of large scale structures. The simplest realisation,
canonical single field inflation, successfully explains the scale invariance and
almost gaussianity of the fluctuations [7]. It consists of a scalar field slowly
rolling down a potential energy slope. When the field rolls slower than the
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expansion rate of space, inflation occurs. Eventually, when the potential gets
steeper and the the field rolls faster, inflation ends. At this point, the infla-
ton decays into radiation, creating a thermal bath that reheats the universe.
From then on, the hot Big Bang model describes the evolution.
Single field inflation is compatible with current observations, in agreement
with PLANCK bounds at 95% confidence level on primordial observables [3].
Nevertheless, it is important to understand the signatures of more complex
inflationary models. Those include models with non-canonical kinetic terms
and multi-field models. The higher number of degrees of freedom implies a
richer phenomenology, allowing for a wider range of predictions for the ob-
servables. For this reason, it is important to have good motivations before
studying multi-field models. A promising approach is to look for models
embedded in high energy particle physics theories, such as supersymmetric
(SUSY) extensions of the Standard Model of particle physics and supergrav-
ity (SUGRA). Among those, of particular interest are hybrid models [8]. First
introduced in the early nineties, they are the result of the association of the
idea of inflation with that of spontaneous symmetry breaking. The simplest
version consists of a two real scalar fields potential containing the canonical
single field inflation term together with a self-interacting hilltop shaped term
for the symmetry breaking field and an interaction term between the two
scalars. Depending on the relative magnitude of the three terms, inflation
can be realised in very different ways, as we will see in Chapter 5.
The link with particle physics is the Higgs mechanism. Although the prop-
erties of the Standard Model Higgs boson make it an unlikely candidate for
having a role in inflation dynamics [9], other Higgs type scalar fields with
suitable properties might exist, perhaps in the form of a supersymmetric
partner of a Standard Model particle. In this case, the inflationary potential
can be derived from a superpotential, the supersymmetric version of the po-
tential. An example of this approach to inflationary model building is given
in Chapter 6.
The thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, the Hot Big Bang model
11
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and inflation are introduced. The quantum properties of the inflationary
universe and perturbations are discussed in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 we derive
convenient expressions for suitable observables to test models of inflation and
discuss the predictions of the simplest models. In Chapter 5 we study the
simplest realisation of hybrid inflation, with emphasis put on three limiting
regimes of its rich phenomenology. The first regime is discussed in Section 5.1
and is the original scenario in which hybrid inflation was considered. It
consists of an inflationary phase along the canonical single field direction,
with energy density dominated by the hilltop, ending promptly when the
symmetry breaking phase transition starts. The other regimes discussed are
characterized by a slow phase transition. In Section 5.2, the energy density
is again dominated by the hilltop, with a first phase of inflation analogous to
that of the original scenario. However, here the inflationary trajectory rolls
very slowly and a considerable amount of accelerated expansion happens
during the phase transition. Finally, in Section 5.3, the inflationary phase
is dominated by the canonical single field’s mass term. As in the previous
scenario, the accelerated expansion lasts for a considerable time after the
phase transition. In this scenario, most of the inflationary phase looks like the
simplest single field inflation models, with the difference that the symmetry
breaking field typically kicks in at the end of inflation, generating interesting
signals.
In Chapter 6, we discuss how hybrid inflation models are derived from su-
persymmetry. In Section 6.1 we introduce the simplest version of supersym-
metric hybrid inflation. In Section 6.2, we modify the simplest scenario and
study a minimal extension characterised by the presence of a third dynami-
cally relevant scalar field, whose lightness is protected by supersymmetry.
A note on conventions
Throughout this thesis we will use the natural units mpl = c = kB = 1,
where mpl = (8πG)
−1/2 = 4.342 × 10−6g = 2.436 × 1018GeV is the Planck
mass, c = 2.99792458× 108ms−1 is the speed of light and kB = 1.3806488×
10−23m2kgs−2K−1 is the Boltzmann constant. In figures the Planck mass
12
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mpl appears explicitly although we set it equal to 1.
We use the metric signature (-,+,+,+).
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Chapter 2
Cosmological Inflation
2.1 The hot Big Bang model and its issues
Modern cosmology was born as a corollary of General Relativity (GR) in
the 1920’s (see [10] for a complete introduction to the theory of GR). Be-
fore, spacetime was understood as a fixed background on which radiation
and matter evolved. With the advent of GR, however, our understanding of
spacetime drastically changed, becoming itself a dynamical entity, the evo-
lution of which is ruled by the Einstein equations. They are given by
Gµν ≡ Rµν − 1
2
δµνR = Tµν , (2.1)
where Gµν is the Einstein tensor and depends solely on the metric gµν , Rµν is
the Riemann tensor and R is the Ricci scalar. Tµν is the energy-momentum
tensor and contains information about the matter content of the universe.
The cornerstone of modern cosmology is the assumption that, on scales larger
than the observable universe, the universe is homogeneous and isotropic. A
variety of observations confirm this belief, the most striking of which is the
high homogeneity of the CMB [4, 5]. The mathematical solution of GR
equations corresponding to an homogeneous and isotropic spacetime is [11]
14
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ds2 = −dt2 + a(t)2dΣ2, (2.2)
where a(t) is the scale factor and dΣ2 is the spatial surface element. The
corresponding Einstein equations give:
H2 ≡
(
a˙
a
)2
=
ρ
3
− k
a2
, (2.3)
p = 2
a¨
a
+
(
a˙
a
)2
+
k
a2
, (2.4)
(2.5)
Here and henceforth, the overdot indicates differentiation with respect to
time.
The first Friedmann equation, Eq. (2.3), relates the energy density ρ to the
rate of expansion H and the curvature parameter k. Positive, zero or nega-
tive k correspond respectively to a closed, flat or open universe.
Eq. (2.4), the second Friedmann equation, relates the pressure p to the ex-
pansion rate and acceleration.
An equation for the evolution of ρ can be found by combining the first and
the second Friedmann equations. It is called the continuity equation and is
given by
ρ˙ = −3H (ρ+ 3p) . (2.6)
On smaller scales, however, we observe a very inhomogeneous universe, with
clusters of galaxies, galaxies, stars, planets and life. These structures are be-
lieved to have originated from a much more homogeneous distribution, as can
be seen in the CMB, with irregularities growing over time mainly through
gravitational attraction.
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When inflation [6] was introduced, in the early 1980’s, cosmological observa-
tions were at a very primitive stage. The dominating paradigm of cosmology
was the Hot Big Bang model, according to which spacetime originated in a
hot and dense state, known as the Big Bang. In the aftermath of the Big
Bang, the universe gradually cooled down via the expansion of space. As the
temperature dropped, the structures that we observe today emerged. The
greatest successes of the hot Big Bang model are the prediction of the exis-
tence of the CMB [12] and the theory of nucleosynthesis [13], which explains
how the lightest elements were produced and correctly accounts for their pri-
mordial abundance.
Despite its great success in describing the evolution of the universe, the Hot
Big Bang model has some major shortcomings. They are related to the initial
conditions required for the universe to evolve into what we see today.
2.1.1 Flatness problem
From Eq. (2.3), we can determine the energy density of a flat universe by
taking k = 0. It is called the critical energy density, ρc = 3H
2, and the ratio
of the universe’s actual energy density ρ to ρc, Ω ≡ ρρc is a measure of the
curvature of spacetime: Ω = 1 corresponds to a flat universe, whereas Ω > 1
and Ω < 1 correspond respectively to a closed and open universe.
Eq. (2.3) can be rearranged as follows:
(
Ω−1 − 1) = − 3k
ρa2
. (2.7)
As the universe expands, the scale factor a increases, whereas the density ρ
decreases as the energy gets diluted. According to the Hot Big Bang model
, the universe contains mainly matter and radiation throughout its history.
For radiation ρ ∝ a−4 and for matter ρ ∝ a−3, meaning that the right hand
side term of Eq. (2.7) increases in magnitude, the universe evolving away
from flatness. Indeed, since the Big Bang, it has increased by a factor of
approximately e60, as did (Ω−1 − 1) to balance the equation.
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Present measurements indicate that |Ω−1 − 1| < 0.01, implying that it must
have been extremely close to zero in the aftermath of the Big Bang. With-
out a mechanism for explaining such feature of the early universe, it seems
unlikely and fine-tuned to an extremely high degree.
2.1.2 Horizon problem
The high homogeneity of the CMB is a striking feature. It suggests that a
thermalisation process occurred throughout the observable universe at some
stage during its evolution.
In the Hot Big Bang model, there is no mechanism allowing for this ther-
malisation to happen, meaning the homogeneity has to be introduced as an
initial condition.
To highlight the problem, consider the comoving particle horizon. It is de-
fined as the distance light rays have traveled since the Big Bang until time t
and it is given by
dp(t) =
∫ t
0
dt′
a(t′)
. (2.8)
Information from events at a distance greater than dp(t0), where t0 indicates
the present, is not yet available to us.
The CMB is made of radiation traveling since recombination time. The ratio
of the particle horizon at recombination and the particle horizon today is
given by
dp(trec)
dp(t0)
≈
(
trec
t0
)
≈ (10−5)n. (2.9)
If matter dominates it is of order 10−2 and if radiation dominates it is of order
10−3. Crucially, according to the Hot Big Bang model, this quantity is always
smaller than 1. It means that there exists regions inside our particle horizon
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today that have never been in causal contact. Therefore, thermalisation could
not have happened and the homogeneity of the CMB has to be understood
as a coincidence.
2.2 Inflation
The problems outlined in the previous section can be solved by a phase of
inflation after the Big Bang and before recombination.
Inflation (see [14] for complete reviews) is defined as an era of accelerated
expansion in a homogeneous and isotropic universe, described by the metric
in Eq. (2.2). This implies
a¨ > 0, (2.10)
or, equivalently
d
dt
(aH)−1 < 0. (2.11)
A phase of inflation in the early universe allows to solve both the flatness
and horizon problem in one go.
Solution to flatness problem
In contrast to matter and radiation domination, during inflation the right
hand side of Eq. (2.7) decreases in magnitude. Indeed, from Eq. (2.3) and
Eq. (2.11), it follows that
d
dt
(ρa2)−1 =
d
dt
(3a2H2 + 3k)−1 =
−6a˙a¨
(3a2H2 + 3k)2
∝ −a¨ < 0 , (2.12)
18
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This means that the universe evolves towards flatness, curing the unnatural
fine tuning required by the Hot Big Bang model.
Solution to horizon problem
The horizon problem arises from the fact that the size of causally connected
regions increases during all eras of the Hot Big Bang model.
During inflation, however, the size of the comoving horizon decreases by def-
inition, as shown in Eq. (2.11). It follows that, provided inflation lasts long
enough, the horizon problem can be solved in the context of inflationary cos-
mology.
Thus, the Hot Big Bang model is completed by having inflation as an add-on.
2.2.1 Realising inflation
Combining the Friedmann equations (2.3) and (2.4), one finds
a¨ > 0⇔ ρ+ 3p < 0. (2.13)
Since the energy density ρ is always positive, the condition (2.13) can only
be satisfied if the pressure p is negative. The easiest way to achieve this, is
to consider a universe whose energy and pressure are dominated by a scalar
field φ, called the inflaton. If the scalar field is homogeneous (φ ≡ φ(t)) and
sees a potential V (φ), its energy density and pressure are given by
ρφ =
1
2
φ˙2 + V (φ), (2.14)
pφ =
1
2
φ˙2 − V (φ). (2.15)
Depending on how the energy density is distributed between the potential
and kinetic terms, it is possible for a scalar field to have negative pressure
and therefore to source an era of inflation. Indeed, Eq. (2.13) is satisfied
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provided that φ˙2 < V (φ).
Substituting Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15) into the Einstein Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4),
one finds the equations of motion for the scalar field φ. Assuming a spatially
flat universe (k = 0), one finds
H2 =
1
3m2pl
[
1
2
φ˙2 + V (φ)
]
, (2.16)
φ¨+ 3Hφ˙ = −dV
dφ
. (2.17)
A very useful simplification can be done in the regime where V (φ) ≫ φ˙m2pl
and |φ¨| ≪ 3H|φ˙|. It is called the slow-roll approximation and it allows to
reduce the second order differential equation (2.17) to a first order one:
H2 ≃ V (φ)
3m2pl
, (2.18)
3Hφ˙ ≃ −dV
dφ
. (2.19)
It is useful at this point to introduce the slow-roll parameters:
ǫ =
m2pl
2
(
V ′
V
)2
, (2.20)
η = m2pl
V ′′
V
. (2.21)
Here and in what follows, the prime ′ denotes derivation with respect to φ.
It is necessary, for the slow-roll approximation to be valid, that
ǫ≪ 1, |η| ≪ 1. (2.22)
The conditions (2.22) are necessary but not sufficient for Eqs. (2.19) to be
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valid: they only restrict the shape of the potential, leaving φ˙ as a free pa-
rameter. However, it can be proven that when the slow-roll conditions (2.22)
are met, even if φ˙ is chosen so as to violate the slow-roll approximation,
Eqs. (2.19) are an attractor solution: given enough time, the system tends
to follow them.
2.2.2 Amount of inflation and evolution of scales
The ratio between the scale factor at the end of inflation to its value at the
beginning quantifies the amount of inflation a spacetime region underwent.
For convenience, the logarithm of such quantity is taken, defining the e-
foldings N :
N(t) ≡ ln a(tend)
a(tin)
. (2.23)
This measures the amount of expansion from time tin to the end of inflation
at time tend.
If the slow-roll approximation is valid, we can use the inflaton as a clock, and
consider N as a function of φ:
N ≡ ln a(tend)
a(tin)
=
∫ tend
tin
Hdt ≃ −
∫ φend
φin
V
V ′
dφ . (2.24)
Now consider a comoving length scale k−1 (where k is a comoving wavenum-
ber of a Fourier decomposition of a given function, as introduced at the
beginning of Section 3). An important question concerning its evolution is
whether k is larger or smaller than kH = aH, the wavenumber corresponding
to the Hubble radius.
Assume k starts its evolution inside the horizon, k > kH . During inflation the
comoving Hubble radius decreases, therefore the scale k may exit the horizon
at some time during the inflationary phase. Once outside the horizon, fluc-
tuations corresponding to the scale k−1 are conserved. When inflation comes
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to an end, the Hubble radius starts increasing again, and the scale k−1 may
eventually reenter the horizon, with properties determined by the primordial
fluctuations that were frozen during the superhorizon evolution. A scale of
particular interest is the scale that today equals the Hubble radius a0H0,
which we will call k0. As we will see, the properties of the CMB anisotropies
are directly related to the evolution of such scale.
In order to study the evolution of the scale k0, we need to know when, during
inflation, it crossed the horizon. The answer depends on the evolution of the
universe from the end of inflation to the present, given that the scale k0 reen-
ters the horizon in present times. Since we do not know exactly the history
of the universe throughout that period, some assumptions have to be made.
According to the simplest scenario, after inflation the universe reheats and
behaves as if matter dominated. Once reheating is completed, the universe
is radiation dominated and the Hot Big Bang is restored. Assuming instan-
taneous transitions between the different regimes, one finds that k0 exits the
horizon approximately 60 e-folds before the end of inflation. The uncertainty
is due to our lack of knowledge of the energy scales associated with inflation.
2.2.3 Chaotic inflation
The chaotic inflation scenario describes a primordial universe whose energy
density is dominated by the inflationary degrees of freedom [15]. Its simplest
realisation consists of a single scalar field minimally coupled to gravity with
potential of the form
V =
λφn
n
, (2.25)
where λ≪ 1 and n > 0 are dimensionless coupling constants.
The slow-roll parameters (2.20) and (2.21) are particularly simple and given
by:
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ǫ =
n2
2φ2
and η =
n(n− 1)
φ2
(2.26)
Provided that φ > n/
√
2, the slow-roll conditions are met. If these conditions
hold long enough, the system will approach the attractor solution given in
Eqs. (2.19), which in this case read
3H2 ≃ λφ
n
n
,
3Hφ˙ ≃ −λφn−1. (2.27)
The equations can be solved exactly and the solution is:
φ =
√
φ2i − 2nN, (2.28)
where φi is the value of the inflaton some time early in the inflationary phase
and N the e-folds of expansion. Taking φ = n/
√
2 we find that 60 e-folds
before the end of inflation φi ≃
√
120n. Assuming chaotic inflation is the
right model, this is the value of φ when the mode k0, corresponding to the
size of the Hubble radius today, crossed the horizon. Hereafter, the value of
a quantity at the time k0 crosses the horizon will be labeled by a ∗ (that is
φ∗ ≃
√
120n).
2.2.4 Eternal inflation
Imagine a primordial universe whose energy density is dominated by the
scalar field φ, as in chaotic inflation. Quantum fluctuations ensure that the
field’s configuration is not homogeneous in space. As a consequence, different
regions of the universe undergo different expansion histories, with inflation
ending in some regions while it still continues in other. Given that inflating
regions grow in size at a rate much greater than non-inflating regions, space-
time rapidly comes to be dominated by the former, with sparse oases where
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inflation ended and the energy density has been successfully transferred to
radiation. Such a scenario is called eternal inflation [16].
An inflating region of spacetime is said to be in the eternal inflation regime
if quantum fluctuations dominate over the classical displacement of the in-
flationary degrees of freedom:
∆φcl = φ˙ . ∆φqu ≃ H
2
2π
. (2.29)
If this is the case, when inflation ends in the region, quantum fluctuations
will drive parts of it back into the inflationary phase. These smaller regions
will expand exponentially faster than the rest, thus dominating that region
of spacetime.
It is worth noting that the eternal inflation scenario generates a universe
that is inhomogeneous on the largest scales. Indeed, in this scenario, the
homogeneity is local and an exclusive consequence of inflation. The universe
is divided into inflating and non-inflating regions, the non-inflating regions
forming a network of mini-universes where the energy has been succesfully
tranferred to non-inflationary degrees of freedom.
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Quantum Fluctuations and
Perturbations
In Section 2.1, the metric Eq. (2.2) was introduced and we argued that it
correctly describes large scales of our region of the universe. However, on
any scale we are able to observe, there are inhomogeneities. Inflation pro-
vides a mechanism for these inhomogeneities to arise: they are related to the
quantum fluctuations of the inflationary degrees of freedom. These fluctua-
tions backreact with spacetime, generating the structures we observe today.
Therefore quantum fluctuations in the matter content of the universe source
perturbations of the geometry of spacetime. In this Chapter we will compute
the power spectrum of a scalar field in an inflating spacetime and derive the
curvature perturbation, a suitable quantity for understanding the relics of
inflation in the CMB.
3.0.5 Fourier Transform and Random Fields
Fourier transform
In what follows, we will extensively use the properties of the Fourier trans-
form, which we briefly introduce here.
Consider a generic function g(t,x). Inside a cubic box of comoving size L,
the Fourier forward and backward transforms can be defined as [17]
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g(t,x) =
1
L3
∑
n
g˜n(t)e
ikn·x , g˜n(t) =
∫
g(t,x)e−ikn·xd3x , (3.1)
where the wavevectors kn form a cubic lattice with spacing 2π/L and can be
labelled without loss of generality by a number n.
Requiring the coefficients g˜n(t) to be real implies
∫
ei(kn−km)·xd3x = L3δnm , (3.2)
where the Kronecker delta δnm = 1 if n = m and zero otherwise.
When L→∞, the sum becomes an integral and we have
g(t,x) =
1
(2π)3
∫
g˜(t,k)eik·xd3k , g˜(t,k) =
∫
g(t,x)e−ik·xd3x , (3.3)
Requiring g˜(t,k) to be real now gives
∫
ei(k−q)·xd3x = (2π)3δ3(k− q) , (3.4)
where δ3 is the 3-dimensional Dirac delta function.
Some comments regarding the comoving size L used here are in order. In
cosmology, we tipically consider functions defined over regions of finite size.
For such functions, the discrete Fourier transform, Eq. (3.1) is the appropri-
ate expansions. However, from a practical point of view we can consider a
box whose size is much larger than today’s observable universe and approxi-
mate the wavevectors k as continuous. This allows to use the transformations
Eqs. (3.3), which give neater equations with respect to the ones derived using
the discrete Fourier transform.
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Random fields
In the context of cosmology, the function g(t,x) is usually associated with a
random field. This means that it is extracted from a set of functions gα(t,x)
called ensemble, with the property that every member of the set is extracted
with a probability Pα. The function g(t,x) is then referred to as a realiza-
tion of the ensemble. For our purposes, the set of functions can be taken to
be continuous and the probabilities Pα are replaced by a probability density
function P(g), or PDF.
Looked at from this perspective, the anisotropies of the CMB can be un-
derstood as a realization of the ensemble of perturbation functions. If such
perturbations arise from inflation, their PDF can be derived from the study
of inflationary dynamics. In practice, working out the exact form of the PDF
is a daunting task. Usually, cosmologists work with correlators. For a dis-
crete ensemble of random variables, the real space two-point correlator (or
function) of g(t0,x) ≡ g(x) evaluated at time t0 is [17]
〈g(x)g(y)〉 =
∑
α
Pαgα(t0,x)gα(t0,y) , (3.5)
where x and y are two points of the constant time hypersurface. The n-point
correlator is defined analogously.
The statistical nth-moment in terms of the PDF P(g) is defined as
〈gn(x)〉 =
∫
P(g)gndg . (3.6)
3.1 Vacuum Fluctuations during Inflation
An important, if not the most important, feature of inflation is that it mag-
nifies quantum fluctuations from sub-horizon scales to super-horizon scales,
providing a mechanism for the origin of large scale structures in the uni-
verse. Given the fact that, once stretched outside the horizon, fluctuations
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are frozen until they reenter it, a natural question to ask is how these per-
turbations look like at horizon exit. To answer this question, we need to
understand the properties of vacuum fluctuations in an inflating universe.
We start by considering an inflationary phase driven by a scalar field φ(t,x).
If the metric describing the spacetime on which this quantum field lives is
not globally invariant under time transformations (and this is the case of
the FRW metric Eq. (2.2)), it is impossible to define a quantum vacuum
state using the canonical formalism, which relies on the decomposition of the
Fourier modes of the field into positive and negative frequency modes.
For a massive scalar field, this issue can be overcome by noting that, anal-
ogously to a black hole, the inflating spacetime has an event horizon. It
has therefore a Hawking temperature. This can be seen by considering the
metric (2.2) with an exponentially growing scale factor a = eHt or, equiva-
lently, with a constant Hubble rate H, as is approximately the case during
inflation. Such a spacetime is called de Sitter space and subsituting t → iλ
we can write its metric in Euclidean form as [18]
ds2 = dλ2 +
cos2Hλ
H2
dΣ2 . (3.7)
This metric corresponds to a four-sphere S4 with radius H/π. Scalar fields
will have fluctuations which are periodic in λ with period 2π/H, which is
equivalent to consider quantum statistics at a temperature T = H/(2π) [19].
Physically, the appearence of this temperature is due to the inaccessibility
to an observer of information coming from states beyond the event horizon
and therefore to the necessity of averaging over such states [20].
This ’cosmological’ temperature has one peculiarity: it arises from a periodic-
ity in all four spacetime directions and therefore leads to vacuum fluctuations
qualitatively different from the usual spectrum of thermal fluctuations. For
a massive field φ with mass m, the second moment at a given time is [18]
〈φ(x)2〉 = 3H
4
8π2m2
. (3.8)
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This state was first derived in [21]. It tells us that the fluctuations of a
massive field are suppressed by its mass. In the limit that m2 ≫ H2, the
field practically has no fluctuations. On the other hand, Eq. (3.8) diverges as
m→ 0. This is problematic since in the early stages of inflation, the effective
mass of a scalar field is negligibly small. To see this, consider the equation
of motion of a massive field φ(t,x) in an expanding spacetime with metric
(2.2):
φ¨(t,x) + 3Hφ˙(t,x)− (∇2 +m2)φ(t,x) = 0 , (3.9)
where m2 = V ′′(φ) is the mass and the gradient is defined as
∇2 = 1
a2
Σ
∂2
∂x2i
. (3.10)
For a Fourier mode φ(t,k), we find
φ¨(t,k) + 3Hφ˙(t,k) + (
k2
a2
+m2)φ(t,x) = 0 . (3.11)
During inflation, the scale factor undergoes an accelerated growth, a¨ > 0.
This implies that, provided inflation lasts long enough, there exists a time
in the past when the k2/a2 term in the equation of motion dominates over
the mass term, that is k2 ≫ m2a2. Therefore, at such time the scalar field is
effectively massless and the two-point function Eq. (2.2) diverges. To under-
stand better this peculiar behaviour, in what follows we derive the vacuum
state in a different way.
We start by noting that on scales smaller than the Hubble radius (aH)−1,
the universe (2.2) is well approximated by the Minkowski metric and gravity
is negligible. This allows to unambiguously define the vacuum state of a
field φ(t,x) on such scales. For a massless field, at tree level it is fully
described by the two-point function of the field and its conjugate momentum
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π(t,x) = φ˙(t,x) (note that we are using the same notation for the functions
and the corresponding operators). They are given by [22]
〈φ∗(k)φ(q)〉 = 1
2k
(2π)3δ3(k− q),
〈π∗(k)π(q)〉 = k
2
(2π)3δ3(k− q). (3.12)
Assuming a scalar field φ(t,x) has an initial state well described on subhori-
zon scales by Eqs. (3.12), we want to understand how its fluctuations look
like at the time of horizon exit.
To this end, we expand the field inside a comoving box of size L ≫ (aH)−1
into a homogeneous part and a perturbation as
φ(t,x) = φ(t) + δφ(t,x) . (3.13)
The linearized equation of motion for the perturbation δφ(t,x) is given by
δφ¨+ 3Hδφ˙+
(−∇2 +m2) δφ = 0 . (3.14)
In terms of the Fourier modes δφ(t,k) ≡ δφk, this becomes
δφ¨k + 3Hδφ˙k +
(
k2
a2
+m2
)
δφk = 0 . (3.15)
Note that the perturbation δφk does not depend on the direction of the
wavevector k, but only on its magnitude |k| ≡ k.
Physical scales exit the comoving horizon when the expansion rate accel-
erates. Therefore, at a sufficiently early stage of inflation, the scales which
correspond to the observable universe were well inside the causal horizon. As
argued above, on such scales, the quantum vacuum can be unambiguously
defined and is given by Eqs. (3.12).
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In order to understand how the perturbation δφk evolves from subhorizon to
superhorizon scales, we should solve Eq. (3.15) with initial conditions given
by Eqs. (3.12). It cannot be solved analytically in the general case. However,
assuming the scale k crosses the horizon when its mass is still negligible and
ignoring the variation of H = H∗, we have
δφ¨k + 3H∗δφ˙k +
(
k
a
)2
δφk = 0 . (3.16)
This differential equation can be solved analytically. The solution such that
in the limit t→ −∞ we recover the Minkowski vacuum is [23]
δφk =
√
1
2L3k3
H∗
(
i+
k
aH∗
)
exp
(
ik
aH∗
)
, (3.17)
Finally we find that the two-point function is given by [23]
〈δφkδφ∗q〉 ≡ (2π)3δ3(k− q)L3|δφk|2
= (2π)3δ3(k− q)
(
1
2ak
+
H2∗
2k3
)
. (3.18)
As expected, when H = 0 and a = 1 we recover the Minkowski vacuum
Eqs. (3.12). The second term derives from the nature of the inflating space-
time. In order to get an intuition of what it means, we look at it from the
viewpoint of canonical quantization, although we already pointed out that
such formalism does not work in an expanding spacetime. From such per-
spective, this term arises because the inflating spacetime, in addition to the
Minkowski quantum fluctuations, contains φ particles with occupation num-
bers nk = H
2/(2k2). Well inside the comoving horizon k ≫ H and these
perturbations are highly suppressed. However, on superhorizon scales they
are dominant and characterize the inflationary universe.
The real space two-point function is obtained by integrating Eq. (3.18) over
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∫
d3k. The first term can be renormalized as in flat spacetime quantum field
theory. On the other hand, the second term gives a logarithmic contribution
and diverges in the long wavelength limit. Therefore we recover the pecu-
liar behaviour of Eq. (3.8) in the limit m → 0. In an inflating spacetime
the boundary conditions solve this issue: the inflationary phase begins and
finishes at well defined times, providing physical cutoffs for the real space
two-point function.
A quantity that we will need in what follows is the power spectrum of φ,
which we formally define in subsection 4.2.1. It is given by
Pφ(k, t) ≡ L
3k3
2π2
|δφk|2 . (3.19)
At horizon crossing, it becomes
Pφ(k, t∗) =
(
H
2π
)2∣∣∣∣∣
k=aH
. (3.20)
Since in the vacuum quantum fluctuations of φ are Gaussian, the power spec-
trum and the mean value 〈φ〉 are the only quantities needed to describe it
(see subsection 4.2.1).
3.2 Curvature Perturbation
The metric (2.2) is homogeneneous and isotropic and correctly describes the
causal structure of the universe on large scales. However, as we argued be-
fore, on the scales that we experience the universe is inhomogeneous and full
of structures. Thus, (2.2) cannot be an exact description of spacetime. A
more realistic description is that of a metric that can be described in the form
of homogenous and isotropic + perturbations. In what follows we introduce
first order perturbations of (2.2) and of the energy momentum tensor T µν and
derive mathematical expressions for the curvature perturbation, a quantity
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central to modern theoretical cosmology.
3.2.1 First order metric perturbations
The metric (2.2) plus small perturbations can be written as
ds2 = [gµν + δgµν ] dx
µdxν , (3.21)
with |gµν | ≫ |δgµν |. In terms of conformal time dτ = dt/a, the background
FRW metric (2.2) becomes
gµνdx
µν = a(τ)2
(−dτ 2 + dΣ2) . (3.22)
To first order, the most general perturbation one can write down is [24]
δg00 = −2a(τ)2A(τ,x) ,
δg0i = a
2(τ) [∂iB(τ,x) + Si(τ,x)] ,
δgij = a
2(τ) [(−2ψ(τ,x))δij + 2∂i∂jE(τ,x)
+∂iFj(τ,x) + ∂jFi(τ,x) + hij] . (3.23)
The indices i,j run from 1 to 3, representing the spatial dimensions.
Scalar perturbations are given by the functions A, B, ψ and E. They are at
the origin of structures in the universe [24].
Vector perturbations are described by the functions Si and Fi. They decay
very quickly and usually do not lead to interesting cosmological signatures
[24].
Tensor perturbations hij correspond to gravitational waves. Although they
are generated during inflation, they typically have a very low amplitude and
do not have important effects on structure formation [24].
Scalar, vector and tensor perturbations are decoupled and can therefore be
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studied separately.
3.2.2 First order energy-momentum tensor perturba-
tions
The rotational and translational invariance of the unperturbed energy-momentum
tensor imply that it takes the perfect fluid form [25]
T µν = (ρ+ p)u
µuν + pδ
µ
ν , (3.24)
where uµ is the 4-velocity of the fluid.
Perturbing Eqs. (3.24) as T µν + δT
µ
ν gives [25]
δT 00 = −δρ ,
δT 0i = (ρ+ p)(∂iδu+ δu
V
i ) ,
δT i0 =
ρ+ p
a(τ)2
(
a(τ)∂iB(τ,x) + a(τ)Si(τ,x)− ∂iδu− ∂uVi
)
,
δT ij = δ
i
jδp+ ∂
i∂jπ
S + ∂iπVj + π
i T
j ,
δT λλ = 3δp− δρ+∇2πS , (3.25)
where i, j run over the spatial degrees of freedom whereas λ runs over all
spacetime degrees of freedom and we used the summation convention.
The perturbations (3.25) are related to perturbations of the Einstein tensor
by
Gµν + δG
µ
ν = T
µ
ν + δT
µ
ν . (3.26)
The unperturbed quantities balance each other leaving us with the equations
δGµν = δT
µ
ν . (3.27)
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Using this relation it is possible to derive evolution equations for the pertur-
bations (see [25] for a complete treatment).
3.2.3 Gauge transformations
An interesting question is how the perturbations are affected by coordinate
transformations such as
xµ → x˜µ = xµ + ξµ , (3.28)
where ξµ is an infinitesimal function of spacetime. At a particular point of
spacetime, the metric tensor after the change of coordinates (3.28) becomes
[24]
g˜µν(x˜
γ) =
∂xα
∂x˜µ
∂xβ
∂x˜ν
gαβ(x
γ)
≈ gµν(xγ) + δgµν(xγ)− gµβξβν − gανξαµ , (3.29)
where we neglected non-linear terms in δg and ξ.
Neglecting vector and tensor perturbations, the metric perturbations after
the change of variables (3.28) become [24]
A → A˜ = A− 1
a
(
aξ0
)′
,
B → B˜ = B + κ′ − ξ0 ,
ψ → ψ˜ = ψ + a
′
a
ξ0 ,
E → E˜ = E + κ , (3.30)
where we decomposed ξi = ξi⊥ + ∂κ/(∂x
i) into a 3−vector with zero diver-
gence ξi⊥ and a scalar function κ (i spans the spatial dimensions). The prime
′ denotes the derivate with respect to conformal time τ . It is not difficult
to construct combinations of the four functions (3.30) which do not depend
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on the coordinate transformation (3.28), or in other words that are gauge
invariant. The simplest gauge invariant linear combinations are [24]
Φ ≡ A− 1
a
[a(B − E ′)]′ Ψ ≡ −ψ + a
′
a
(B − E ′) . (3.31)
The two quantities are suitable observables, since they do not depend on the
observer that is measuring them.
To derive mathematical expressions for them, we have the freedom to choose
particular values for the parameters ξ0 and κ. Fixing them to given values
amounts to choosing a gauge.
3.2.4 Newtonian gauge and the curvature perturba-
tion
A convenient gauge consists in choosing ξ0 and κ so that B = 0 and E = 0.
Such choice is called the Newtonian gauge and it reduces the scalar pertur-
bations of the metric to
δg00 = −2a(τ)2A(τ,x) , δgij = −a(τ)2ψ(τ,x)δij , (3.32)
The function ψ (equivalent to Ψ for this choice of gauge) is of particular inter-
est here as it describes scalar perturbations on constant time hypersurfaces.
Its evolution equation derived from Eqs. (3.27) in the Newtonian gauge is
[25]
3(ρ+ p)ψ˙ = δρ˙+ 3
a˙
a
(δρ+ δp) +∇2
[
ρ+ p
a2
δu+
a˙
a
πS
]
. (3.33)
Now, consider ψ evaluated on a constant energy density hypersurface [24]:
ζ = −ψ|δρ=0 . (3.34)
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ζ is called the curvature perturbation and it has an important feature: it is
conserved on superhorizon scales provided that the universe is dominated by
a single fluid with a unique equation of state [26]. Indeed, on superhorizon
scales, the operator ∇2 is negligible, as can be seen by using the properties of
the Fourier transform, and Eq. (3.33) evaluated on a constant energy density
hypersurface gives
ζ˙ = −ψ˙|δρ=0 = H
ρ+ p
δp . (3.35)
Therefore if δp vanishes, ζ is conserved on superhorizon scales. This is the
case if the universe is dominated by a single fluid.
Recall that, at the end of inflation, the universe is dominated by the infla-
tionary degrees of freedom, which in general do not have a unique equation
of state. Therefore, ζ is not conserved yet at that time. It is only when
the universe reheats and becomes radiation dominated that ζ becomes time-
independent, making it a suitable observable for understanding the signatures
of inflation and reheating.
3.2.5 The power spectrum of ζ
During slow-roll inflation, the curvature perturbations can be expressed as
[23]
ζ =
(
H
φ˙
δφk
)
t∗
. (3.36)
If there is a single dynamically relevant scalar field during inflation, the power
spectrum (which is formally defined in Eq. (4.14)) of ζ is [23]
Pζ(k) =
[(
H
φ˙
)2
Pφ(k)
]
t∗
. (3.37)
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The quantity Pφ(k) is given in Eq. (3.20). Replacing yealds
Pζ(k) =
[(
H
φ˙
)2(
H
2π2
)]
t∗
. (3.38)
The spectrum (3.38) follows the power law
Pζ(k) ∝ kns−1 , (3.39)
where ns is the spectral index. If ns = 1 the spectrum is scale invariant.
It is highly constrained by observations: according to the PLANCK data,
ns = 0.9603± 0.0073 at 68% confidence level [3].
In reality, there is no reason to expect Pζ to follow exactly the power law in
Eq. (3.39). We can nevertheless define an effective spectral index:
ns(k)− 1 = d lnPζ
d ln k
. (3.40)
In the limit in which ns is constant with respect to k, Eq. (3.39) and Eq. (3.40)
are equivalent.
In order to find an expression for ns as a function of the inflationary degrees
of freedom, we substitute the slow-roll expressions Eqs.(2.19) into Eq.(3.38).
Find
Pζ = 1
12m2pl
V 3
V ′2
=
1
24π2m2pl
V
ǫ
. (3.41)
Using again the slow-roll equations and the fact that derivatives are evaluated
at horizon crossing, gives [23]
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ns − 1 = −6ǫ∗ + 2η∗ . (3.42)
Provided that the slow-roll conditions (2.22) are satisfied, we obtain a nearly
scale-invariant spectral index, as observed. Wether ns is greater or smaller
than one depends on the inflationary model and, since ns < 1 has been
observed, constitutes a viability condition.
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Observables and Separate
Universes Approximation
In this Chapter, we will present a formalism allowing to derive in a simple
way observables associated with the anisotropies of the CMB ([27, 28, 30, 31],
for other methods see [32]). The starting idea is that at the time the CMB
photons were emitted trec, the Hubble distance was much smaller than at
present time t0: (aH)
−1|trec ≪ (aH)−1|t0 . Indeed, regions of the sky sepa-
rated by more than 2◦ have not been in causal contact since inflation.
Consider two spatially separated regions at trec, such that the distance be-
tween them is much greater than (aH)−1|trec . To a good approximation, we
can assume that these regions evolve as independent spacetimes, each with
its own FRW metric. Indeed, because the spatial gradients of super-horizon
modes are negligibly small, the separate universes approximation is nearly
exact.
4.1 The δN formalism
The separate universes approximation allows to understand the curvature
perturbation ζ in a novel way. First, we rewrite the spatial part of the
perturbed FRW metric (3.23) keeping only the scalar perturbation ψ and in
terms of normal time:
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gij = a
2(t)e−2ψ(t,x)δij . (4.1)
We can define an effective scale factor a˜ = ae−ψ. Then, the number of e-folds
between times t and t′ is:
N(t, t′,x) = log
a2(t)e−2ψ(t,x)
a2(t′)e−2ψ(t′,x)
= ψ(t′,x)− ψ(t,x) + log a(t)
a(t′)
. (4.2)
Choosing the initial hypersurface to be flat (ψ(t′,x) = 0) and evaluating at a
final hypersurface of constant energy density ρf , we use the definition (3.34)
to identify
ζ = −ψ(t,x)|ρ = N(t, t′,x)− log a(t)
a(t′)
. (4.3)
Thus, we can write
ζ = δN f∗ , (4.4)
where δN represents the difference in expansion between causally discon-
nected spacetime regions, ∗ represents the initial flat hypersurface and f the
final hypersurface of energy density ρf . Note that for ζ to be a conserved
quantity, the final energy density ρf must be chosen some time after the end
of inflation when the universe is dominated by a single fluid, generally taken
to be radiation. Eq. (4.4) is the central result of the δN formalism and we
will use it extensively throughout this thesis. It tells us that if we know
how the scale factor depends on the initial conditions, we can determine the
curvature perturbation ζ on super-horizon scales.
During slow-roll inflation, the dynamically relevant degrees of freedom are
represented by the background value of some scalars ϕα, where α emphasises
the fact that there might be more than one. Then we can write
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ζ = δN f∗ (δϕ
α) . (4.5)
If the amplitude of the perturbations δϕα is sufficiently small, the statistics
of the curvature perturbations can be determined by Taylor expanding
δN f∗ ≈
∂N f∗
∂ϕα∗
δϕα∗ +
1
2
∂2N f∗
∂ϕα∗ϕ
β
∗
δϕα∗ δϕ
β
∗ , (4.6)
where we used the summation convention. In what follows, we will use the
common notation Nα = ∂N
f
∗ /∂ϕ
α
∗ .
It is straightforward to derive the amplitude of the curvature perturbation
Aζ using Eq. (4.6):
A2ζ = NαNα
H2∗
4π2
. (4.7)
The PLANCK results fix the amplitude to 109×A2ζ = 2.18863+0.05317−0.05831 at 68%
confidence level [3].
Somewhat more involved is the expression for the spectral index ns [28, 29] :
ns = 1− 2ǫ∗ + 2
H∗
ϕ˙α∗NβNαβ
NαNα
. (4.8)
The PLANCK results give ns = 0.9603± 0.0073 at 68% confidence level [3].
4.2 Non-Gaussianity
In the previous section 4.1, we derived the δN formalism expressions for the
amplitude Aζ and the spectral index ns of the curvature perturbation. There
are other observables that we have the tools to calculate: quantities such as
the two-point function and three-point function of ζ. These are measurable
quantities, and inflationary models predict a variety of different magnitudes
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and shapes for them. They constitute therefore an observational test which
is very sensitive to the details of the dynamics of inflation.
In this section we will introduce the concept of gaussianity and deviations
from it, construct an observable to measure the degree of non-gaussianity
of the CMB anisotropies and derive an expression to compute this quantity
from theoretical inflationary models.
4.2.1 Gaussian statistics
Let g(x) be a random field defined in a region of volume L3 of the universe.
Following Eqs. (3.1), it can be expressed in terms of Fourier modes as
g(x) =
1
L3
∑
n
g˜ne
ikn·x . (4.9)
The simplest random field is a Gaussian random field. It is statistically
homogeneous and isotropic. It can be defined as one whose Fourier modes
g˜n have no other correlation than the reality condition Eq. (3.2) [17]:
〈g˜ng˜∗m〉 = δnmPgn , (4.10)
with Pgn = 〈|g˜n|2〉. For n 6= 0, 〈gn〉 = 0 because of homogeneity. For n = 0,
〈g0〉 ≡ 〈g〉 can be interpreted as the mean value of the field over the volume
L3. The correlators between odd numbers of points vanish because they
cannot be expressed in terms of Eq. (4.10). Even correlators, on the other
hand, can be expanded in terms of the two-point correlator. For example,
the 4-point function can be expressed as
〈g˜1g˜2g˜3g˜4〉 = 〈g˜1g˜2〉〈g˜3g˜4〉+ 〈g˜1g˜3〉〈g˜2g˜4〉+ 〈g˜1g˜4〉〈g˜2g˜3〉 . (4.11)
Higher order even correlators can be expanded similarly.
In the limit that L→∞, g(x) becomes
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g(x) =
1
(2π)3
∫
g˜(k)eik·xd3k . (4.12)
Up to third order, the correlators are given by (with gk ≡ g˜(k))
〈gk〉 = 0 for k 6= 0 , (4.13)
〈gkgq〉 = (2π)3δ3(k+ q)Pg , (4.14)
〈gk1gk2gk3〉 = 0 , (4.15)
where we defined the power spectrum Pg ≡ 2pi2k3 Pg(k) (this definition is used
for non-gaussian fields as well). Note that Pg and Pg are both referred to as
power spectra. The delta function in the two-point correlator, analogously to
the Kronecker delta in Eq. (4.9), is a consequence of statistical homogeneity.
As in the discrete case, g0 = 〈g〉 is the mean value.
The 4-point correlator can be expanded as in Eq. (4.11). It can also be
written as
〈gk1gk2gk3gk4〉 = (2π)6δ3(k1 + k2)δ3(k3 + k4)Pg(k1)Pg(k3)
+permutations . (4.16)
In position space, the second moment 〈g2(x)〉, or mean-square σ2g(x), are
related to the power spectra by
σ2g(x) ≡ 〈g2(x)〉 =
1
(2π)3
∫ ∞
0
Pg(k)d
3k =
∫ ∞
0
Pg(k)d
k
k
. (4.17)
The delta function in Eq. (4.14) implies that σ2g is independent of position.
As in Fourier space, all odd correlators vanish in position space, as can be
shown using Eqs.(4.13), (4.14) and (4.15), implying that if g˜(k) is gaussian,
so is g(x). For example, the real space 2-point correlator is given by
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〈g(y)g(x+ y)〉 = 1
(2π)3
∫
Pg(k)e
ik·x
=
∫ ∞
0
Pg(k)sin(kx)
kx
dk
k
, (4.18)
In the second line we used spherical symmetry with x = |x|.
Summarising, gaussianity means that the statistics can be fully described by
the two quantities 〈g〉 and σ2g . The correlators between different points can
be derived using the reality condition Eq. (4.14).
The PDF P(g) associated with Gaussian statistics can be derived from the
above properties and is given by
P(g) =
1√
2πσg
exp
[
−(g − 〈g〉)
2
2σ2g
]
. (4.19)
4.2.2 Parametrisation of non-gaussianity
The Gaussian distribution (4.19) is a very particular and simple case of sta-
tistical distribution. In fact, the Central Limit Theorem of probability theory
states that a set of independent random variables with finite variance and
mean tends to follow a Gaussian distribution. Reversing the logic and apply-
ing it to physics, if perturbations in a quantity follow a Gaussian distribution,
it means they arise from independent random variables. If these variables
are described by one or more fields, the fields must be non-interacting and
in their vacuum state. However, if perturbations are non-Gaussian, we can
measure quantities such as the three-point correlator and higher order statis-
tical momenta to learn about the interacting theory giving rise to the pattern
of perturbations.
In the context of cosmology, learning about the statistics of the curvature
perturbation ζ might teach us something about inflation dynamics. General-
ising Eq. (4.14), the momentum space n-point correlator of ζ can be written
as
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〈ζk1 ...ζkn〉 = (2π)3δ(k1 + ...+ kn)Pn(k1, ...,kn) , (4.20)
where Pn is the (n− 1)-spectrum. For example, P3 is called the bispectrum
and it vanishes if the curvature perturbation is Gaussian. Therefore, devi-
ations from non-gaussianity can be determined by measuring P3, which is
usually parametrised in a conveninent way using a non-linearity parameter
fNL. Different definitions of such parameter have been considered in the
literature. A possibility is to define it as the second order contribution to
perturbations [33, 7]
ζ = ζ2g + θfNLζ
2
g , (4.21)
where ζg is Gaussian and θ is a generic numerical factor. Using the properties
of the Gaussian statistics, it is straightforward to show that a non-zero fNL
sources a non-zero bispectrum. Indeed
〈ζζζ〉 = θfNL〈ζgζgζ2g 〉+ permutations
θ3f 3NL〈ζ2g ζ2g ζ2g 〉+ permutations , (4.22)
where, for simplicity, we omitted to explicitly write the k-dependence. Eq. (4.22)
highlights how the third order correlation is sourced by the second order in
perturbation.
An alternative definition, and the one we will use in this thesis, uses the ratio
of the bispectrum P3 to the spectrum P2:
fNL(k1,k2,k3) =
6
5
P3(k1,k2,k3)
P2(k1,k2)P2(k2,k3) + permutations
. (4.23)
A so defined fNL is also referred to as the reduced bispectrum. Note that it
is a function of the scales k1,k2, and k3. In truth, fNL only depends on two
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of the three vectors, since the third momentum is fixed by the δ-function in
Eq. (4.20) that constrains us to triangular shapes. Experimentally, measure-
ments focus on particular shapes. The most studied shapes are the local form
[33], or squeezed form, corresponding to triangles such that |k1| ≃ |k2| ≫
|k3|; the equilateral form [34], corresponding to |k1| ≃ |k2| ≃ |k3|; the or-
thogonal form [35] which roughly consists of shapes that are orthogonal to
both the local and the equilateral forms.
In this thesis we will focus on the local form. In an inflating universe, using
the δN formalism result Eq. (4.6) and assuming slow-roll is a good approxi-
mation at the time of horizon crossing, we find [30]
f localNL =
5
6
NαNβNαβ
(NαNα)2
+ ln(kL)PζNαβNβγNγα
(NαNα)3
. (4.24)
The scale dependence is exclusively in the second term, it is logarithmic
and small in magnitude compared to the scale independent term. Therefore,
we can express f localNL in terms of a constant contribution, which may be
interpreted as an average, and a shape-dependent one. From here on, we will
focus on the shape-independent term of f localNL and refer to it as fNL:
fNL =
5
6
NαNβNαβ
(NαNα)2
. (4.25)
In deriving Eq. (4.24), it was assumed that the only source of non-gaussianity
comes from the higher order terms in the δN expansion Eq. (4.6). In general,
however, the field perturbations δϕα will also generate some non-gaussianity.
The assumption that the non-gaussianity of the field perturbations is negli-
gible is justified by the slow-roll approximation [23].
Of course, Eq. (4.23) is not the only way to measure non-gaussianity. In fact,
fNL might be zero and the curvature perturbation still be non-Gaussian. In
general, a non-Gaussian distribution requires an infinite number of parame-
ters to be described: we must know all the correlation functions, for n going
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all the way up to infinity! However, we must start somewhere and given that
obervations give us reasonably refined constraints on fNL, it seems as a good
starting point. Higher order spectra are much less constrained by present
observations because of the increasing practical challenges.
4.2.3 Experimental measurements of non-gaussianity
The most precise measurements of the properties of the CMB are due to the
PLANCK collaboration [3]. The constraint on the local reduced bispectrum
fNL is
fNL = 2.7± 5.8 (68%C.L.) . (4.26)
On the equilateral parameter f equilNL
f equilNL = −42± 74 (68%C.L.) . (4.27)
On the orthogonal parameter f orthNL
f orthNL < −25± 39 (68%C.L.) . (4.28)
PLANCK considerably increased the precision of the constraints, although
it did not rule out a vanishing fNL.
4.2.4 Numerical computation of observables
In the following chapters, we will investigate the super-horizon signatures
of a series of inflationary models. It is not always possible to compute the
quantity δN f∗ and its derivatives analytically, and we will often use numerical
techniques.
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Consider an inflationary model with ϕα degrees of freedom. Then, the al-
gorithm proceeds as follows. The homogeneous equations of motion of the
system are solved numerically
ϕ¨α + 3Hϕ˙α +
∂V
∂ϕα
= −Γαϕ˙α ,
ρ˙rad + 4Hρ = Γαϕ˙
2
α , (4.29)
where
H2 =
1
3m2pl
(
1
2
ϕ˙αϕ˙α + V + ρrad
)
. (4.30)
The Γ’s in the equations of motion have been introduced to simulate the
decay of the inflationary degrees of freedom ϕα to radiation. They are cru-
cial since it is only when all the energy has been transferred to radiation
that the curvature perturbation ζ and its primordial statistical properties
are conserved. They must be subdominant compared to the energy scale of
the system until the very end of inflation, that is Γ≪ H∗.
In order to compute δN f∗ (ϕ
α), the system is solved starting from initial con-
ditions ϕαi such that 60 e-folds or more of expansion are realised along the
trajectory. Ideally, the integration should stop when all the energy has been
transferred to ρrad, however, in practice, this takes an infinite amount of time.
Therefore, the evolution is followed until most of the energy has decayed into
radiation, say 99.9% and the Hubble rate at this time, Hf is used to define
the final hypersurface. The values of the fields ϕα∗ 60 e-folds before the end of
inflation is also recorded. The numerical system is then re-run after varying
the initial conditions at horizon crossing ϕα∗ and the number of e-folds to the
same final Hubble rate Hf is recorded. The operation is repeated until we
have enough points of the function to build up a finite difference approxi-
mation to the derivatives of the function N f∗ (ϕ
α) required to compute the
observables (4.7), (4.8) and (4.25).
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A more detailed description of the numerical method
For a given set of parameters, the initial conditions are chosen as follows.
First of all, since the integration starts in the slow-roll regime, Eqs. (2.19)
can be used to determine the time derivates of the fields ϕ˙α. Note that
the integrated trajectory must be in the classical regime as opposed to the
eternal inflation regime described in subsection 2.2.4. In practice this means
checking that in Eq. (2.29) the right hand side is larger than the left hand
side. Furthermore, the trajectory has to lead to at least 60 e-folds of infla-
tion, so that the field values at horizon crossing ϕα∗ can be inferred. The
trajectory can be identified using anlytical approximations such as slow-roll,
which should always be valid at horizon crossing, and other suitable simpli-
fications of the equations of motion or by numerically spanning the space of
initial field values. The initial ρrad is set to zero and the Γs must be chosen
to be at least a few order of magnitude smaller than the initial Hubble rate
Hi. Given that H varies very slowly during inflation, the hierarchy between
the two quantities need not be extremely large, but one should always check
that Γ < H during inflation and for more than a few oscillations after. The
effect of varying the Γs on the observables is the subject of recent papers
[36, 37]. The authors found that although the spectral index ns is quite in-
sensitive to the change of the decay rates, fNL depends more significantly on
them. Therefore, one should either check that varying the decay rates does
not have a significant effect on the final values of the observables, or have
physical arguments to justify a particular choice of Γs.
To compute the observables (4.7), (4.8) and (4.25), the first and second
derivatives of N f∗ (ϕ
α) need to be approximated. We used the finite difference
formulas
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∂N f∗
∂ϕα
≃ N
f
∗ (ϕ
α + 2∆ϕα)−N f∗ (ϕα)
∆ϕα
,
∂2N f∗
∂(ϕα)2
≃ N
f
∗ (ϕ
α + 2∆ϕα)− 2N f∗ (ϕα +∆ϕα) +N f∗ (ϕα)
(∆ϕα)2
,
∂2N f∗
∂ϕα∂ϕβ
≃ [N f∗ (ϕα + 2∆ϕα, ϕβ + 2∆ϕβ)−N f∗ (ϕα +∆ϕα, ϕβ)
−N f∗ (ϕα, ϕβ +∆ϕβ) +N f∗ (ϕα, ϕβ)
] 1
4∆ϕα∆ϕβ
, (4.31)
where α 6= β. The total number of trajectories to be integrated is 9. It
is possible to reduce them to 6, but this comes at the expense of precision.
The differences ∆ϕα must be chosen carefully for Eqs. (4.31) to provide a
good approximation fo the derivatives. They must lead to δN f∗ /N
f
∗ . 10
−2,
otherwise the discretization error becomes dangerously large. Also, the nu-
merical precision of the machine imposes a lower bound on ∆ϕα. In practice
one must check how the finite difference approximation depends on ∆ϕa by
choosing increasingly smaller values, until the round-off error becomes too
large. For the systems we integrated, we found that choosing ∆ϕα = 10−3ϕα
is a good compromise.
To integrate the system, we used MATLAB 7.10 and subsequent versions.
The most efficient algorithm to integrate Eqs. (4.29) is the differential equa-
tion solver ode113, which interpolates between different methods depending
on the behaviour of the solutions. Given that the integration starts during
inflation, when the fields are slowly rolling along the potential, and it fin-
ishes when they are oscillating about their minima, such a flexible solver is
very convenient. The absolute tolerance enforced was at least 10−20 for the
final integrations. The relative tolerance was fixed to 5 × 10−14 for all the
integrations.
For our purposes, a last generation desktop or personal computer was suffi-
cient. The integration times were of the order of minutes to build up a finite
difference approzimation.
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4.3 Observables from Chaotic Inflation
In this section, we will apply the δN formalism results to chaotic inflation.
In particular, we are interested in the non-gaussianity generated on super-
horizon scales.
In the previous section, we derived Eqs. (4.7), (4.8) and (4.25) for, respec-
tively, the amplitude of the curvature perturbation Aζ , the spectral index ns
and the non-gaussianity parameter fNL. The only quantity required to eval-
uate these observables is N f∗ (ϕ), where ϕ represents the inflationary degrees
of freedom.
The potential we considered in 2.2.3 is
V =
λφn
n
, (4.32)
and, during the slow-roll phase, the dynamics follow the attractor solution
3H2 ≃ λφ
n
n
and 3Hφ˙ ≃ −λφn−1 . (4.33)
The field φ being the only degree of freedom in this model, we need to find
N f∗ (φ). Using Eq. (2.24), we have
N f∗ (φ) ≃
∫ φ∗
φf
V
V ′
dφ
=
1
n
∫ φ∗
φf
φdφ
=
1
2n
(
φ2∗ − φ2f
)
. (4.34)
The derivatives are now straightforward to compute:
∂N f∗
∂φ∗
=
φ∗
n
and
∂2N f∗
∂φ2∗
=
1
n
. (4.35)
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In the subsection 2.2.3, we found φ∗ ≃ 15.5. We need three more quantities
to compute the observables: H∗, φ˙∗ and ǫ∗. Using Eqs. (4.33), we find:
H∗ ≃
√
λφn∗
3n
, φ˙∗ ≃ −
√
n
3
λφn−2∗ , ǫ∗ ≃ n
2
2φ2∗
. (4.36)
Substituting the relevant quantities into Eqs. (4.7), (4.8) and (4.25) and using
φ2∗ ≃ 120n gives:
A2ζ =
λφn+2∗
12n3π2
(4.37)
for the amplitude,
ns = 1− n(n+ 2)
φ2∗
= 0.9833− 0.0083n (4.38)
for the spectral index and
fNL =
5
3φ2∗
≃ 0.007 (4.39)
for fNL.
The amplitude is fixed by observations to be 109 × A2ζ = 2.18863+0.05317−0.05831 at
68% confidence level [3] and we can use it to evaluate the free parameter
of the model. For n = 2, find m ≡ λ ≃ 4 × 10−6. Requiring the spectral
index ns to be inside the 68% C.L. range ns = 0.9603± 0.0073 of PLANCK,
implies the constraint 2 ≤ n < 4 . On the other hand, the non-gaussianity
parameter fNL is very small and undetectable from a practical point of view.
Therefore, the simplest inflationary scenarios can lead to predictions for the
spectral index ns and non-gaussianity parameter fNL in good agreement with
PLANCK data.
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In fact, it has been rigorously proven that for inflationary models with a single
relevant degree of freedom with canonical kinetic term, the Fourier space 3-
point function of the curvature perturbation is related to the spectrum by
the following consistency relation [38]
lim
k1→0
〈ζk1ζk2ζk3〉 = −(2π)3δ3
(∑
i
ki
)
Pζ(k1)Pζ(k3)
d log k33Pζ(k3)
d log k3
≃ δ3
(∑
i
ki
)
Pζ(k1)Pζ(k3)(1− ns) , (4.40)
where we neglected numerical factors and k ≡ |k|.
This relation tells us that, in the squeezed limit, the 3-point function is sup-
pressed by the factor (1 − ns) ≃ 0.01. Using the definition of fNL given in
Eq. (4.23), we find fNL ≃ (1− ns). Therefore, the local non-gaussianity pro-
duced by canonical single field models is always very small and undetectable
with the current technology. If slow-roll is a good approximation, it can be
shown that a similar consistency relation applies to the shape dependent fNL,
implying that the non-gaussianity is negligibly small for all triangular shapes
[7].
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Hybrid Inflation
In the previous Section 4.3, we argued that canonical single scalar field mod-
els of inflation always generate unobservable non-gaussianity and red spectral
index. Given the observational situation outlined in the subsection 4.2.3, this
is compatible with current observations. Nevertheless, it is important to un-
derstand how more-complex, and perhaps realistic, models of inflation change
these results.
A multi-field model of particular interest is known under the name of hybrid
inflation and was first introduced by Andrei Linde in 1993 [8]. It is given by
the two real scalar fields potential
V (φ, χ) =
1
2
m2φ2 +
1
2
g2φ2χ2 +
λ
4
(
χ2 − v2)2 , (5.1)
where m, v are dimensionfull and λ, g are dimensionless parameters. The
potential (5.1) combines two successful ideas, one coming from cosmology,
that is chaotic inflation, and one coming from particle physics, that is spon-
taneous symmetry breaking. For this reason it is called hybrid inflation.
Potentials of this type are easily embedded in high-energy particle theories
such as supersymmetry or its local version supergravity [39], as we will see
in the next chapter, allowing for intriguing connections to be made between
particle physics and cosmology.
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The phenomenology of (5.1) as an inflationary model is very rich and depends
sensitively on which term of the potential dominates the inflationary phase.
Below, we will describe the features that are common to all the inflationary
scenarios based on (5.1).
The mass of the field χ when it sits at χ = 0 is given by:
m2χ = −λv2 + g2φ2 ≡ g2(φ2 − φ2crit), (5.2)
where φcrit =
√
λv/g is the critical value of φ, that at which m2χ = 0. For
φ > φcrit the mass (5.2) is positive and χ = 0 is stable. However, for φ < φcrit,
χ becomes tachyonic at zero and the symmetry breaking phase transition to
the global minimum (φ = 0, χ = ±v) of the potential (5.1) begins.
Inflation typically starts at large field values φ > φcrit, with 〈χ〉 = 0. For this
reason, we will call φ the inflaton. In this phase, the inflaton rolls down its
effective quadratic potential
Veff(φ) =
1
2
m2φ2 +
λv4
4
. (5.3)
This phase can be either vacuum dominated or φ dominated, depending on
the hierarchy between the two terms in (5.3).
Eventually, φ reaches the critical value φcrit and the symmetry breaking phase
transition to the global minimum starts. Two limiting regimes can be iden-
tified: either χ rapidly acquires a heavy mass and the transition is fast and
highly non-linear, or χ remains light for several Hubble times and a second
phase of inflation happens.
In the following sections we will study three different regimes of hybrid infla-
tion. In section 5.1 we consider vacuum dominated inflation with a fast phase
transition. This is the regime in which hybrid inflation was first considered.
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In section 5.2, inflation is still vacuum dominated but the phase transition
is slow. Finally, in section 5.3, we study the regime in which inflation is φ
dominated and the phase transition is slow.
5.1 Vacuum Dominated with Heavy χ
In this regime, the inflationary scenario is as follows: initially 1 > φ > φcrit,
〈χ〉 = 0 and the potential (5.1) is vacuum dominated, Veff = λv4/4. When φ
reaches the critical value, χ becomes tachyonic and the symmetry breaking
phase transition starts, promptly ending inflation. This phase is highly non-
linear and it is frequently referred to as the waterfall phase.
Of course, if inflation starts at φ values which are large enough, the potential
will initially be dominated by the inflaton’s mass term. However, only the
last 60 e-folds of inflation are relevant for observations. What we really
mean, is that at least during those last 60 e-folds of inflation, the potential
is dominated by the constant term.
5.1.1 Constraints on parameter space
The small field value assumption 1 > φ > φcrit translates to λv
2 ≪ g2.
This condition, together with the requirement that the potential (5.1) be
vacuum dominated, implies λv4 > m2. Another feature of this regime is that
χ is heavy, meaning that once φ reaches φcrit, the symmetry breaking phase
transition is fast and happens in less than 1 e-fold, thus ending inflation. This
requires the potential (5.1) to be steep enough in the χ direction, leading to
the constraint v < 1. An additional necessary condition is that φ rolls fast
through φcrit so that χ rapidly acquires a heavy mass. We can estimate the
constraint on the parameters by assuming the slow-roll approximation to be
still valid when φ rolls through φcrit. For φ > φcrit and 〈χ〉 = 0, the slow-roll
equation of motion of the inflaton is
∂φ
∂N
≃ −4m
2φ
λv4
, (5.4)
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where we used the relation
∂
∂t
=
∂N
∂t
∂
∂N
=
∂ ln a
∂t
∂
∂N
= H
∂
∂N
. (5.5)
Linearising about φcrit = φ−∆φ gives
∆N ≃ ∆φφcritλv4/(4m2) . (5.6)
Furthermore, replacing the linearised φ into Eq. (5.2) gives
m2χ = g
2(φ2 − φ2crit) ≃ 2g2φcrit∆φ+O(∆φ2) . (5.7)
Combining Eqs (5.6) and (5.7 and neglecting second order in ∆φ, we find that
|m2χ| < H2 = λv4/12 for ∆N ≈ 0.01λv6/m2, a combination of parameters
that we require to be less than unity. Summarising, this regime requires the
parameter choices:
λv2 < g2 , λv6 < 100m2 ,
λv4 > m2 , v < 1 . (5.8)
5.1.2 Observables
Let’s now explore the dynamics and observational signatures of this scenario.
Initially, mpl > φ > φcrit, 〈χ〉 = 0 and the inflaton evolves according to
Eq. (5.4), which has solution
φ = φ∗ exp
[
−4m
2
λv4
N
]
. (5.9)
The amount of inflation between the horizon crossing value φ∗ and φcrit is
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N crit∗ =
λv4
4m2
ln
φ∗
φcrit
(5.10)
and
∂N crit∗
∂φ∗
=
λv4
4m2
1
φ∗
,
∂2N crit∗
∂φ2∗
= − λv
4
4m2
1
φ2∗
. (5.11)
Therefore, the non-gaussianity parameter fNL evaluated at φcrit is:
f critNL = −
10
3
m2
λv4
, (5.12)
which, given the parameter choices in Eq. (5.8), is very small and unde-
tectable.
The spectral index evaluated at φcrit is:
ncrits = 1 +
m2
λv4
(
12− 16m
2φ2∗
λv4
)
≃ 1 + 12m
2
λv4
> 1 , (5.13)
which is highly disfavored by current observations.
However, when φ reaches φcrit the curvature perturbation is not yet conserved
and the observables (5.12) and (5.13) might change by the end of the waterfall
phase. Since we are interested in observables associated with the CMB, we
need to understand how the phase transition affects long wavelength modes.
To that end, we present the following argument, due to Mulryne et al [40].
Assuming that the mass of χ changes instantaneously from 0 to −λv2 when φ
reaches φcrit, we can write down the potential of χ during the phase transition:
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V (χ) =
λ
4
(
χ2 − v2) = V0 − λv2
2
χ2 +
λχ4
4
. (5.14)
Given that once φ rolls past φcrit the system reaches the global minimum
in less than 1 e-fold, we can neglect the expansion and drop the first time
derivative in the equations of motion. We have
χ¨−∇2χ− λv2χ2 + λχ3 = 0 . (5.15)
We are interested in the evolution of the long wavelength modes of χ, or
in other words, of χ smoothed over a large length scale L ≫ H−1. Let us
refer to the smoothing operator as sL and to the smoothed χ as sL[χ]. The
smoothing can be defined in a series of ways, but for our purposes all we
need is that the smoothing is a linear projection, namely
sL[c1χ1 + c2χ2] = c1sL[χ1] + c2sL[χ2] (5.16)
for any constant c1 and c2, and
sL [sL[χ]] = sL[χ] . (5.17)
Given these properties, we can use the smoothing to decompose χ into a
short-wavelength part χS and a long-wavelength part χL as:
χ = χS + χL . (5.18)
The equation of motion for the long-wavelength part χL is obtained by ap-
plying the operator sL to the equation of motion (5.15):
χ¨L − λv2χL + λχ3L + λ∆ = 0 , (5.19)
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where ∆ = sL[χ
3]−χ3L. Crucially, the χ field being heavy, the gradient term
is strongly suppressed on super-horizon scales and can be safely dropped.
As can be seen from Eq. (5.19), χL has the same equation of motion as
the unsmoothed χ apart from the additional effective term λ∆. In order to
estimate this term, we use the decomposition (5.18) and the properties (5.16)
and (5.17) of the operator sL:
∆ = 3χ2LsL[χS] + 3χLsL[χ
2
S] + sL[χ
3
S] . (5.20)
The first term vanishes because of the definition (5.18). The last term van-
ishes in the limit in which the symmetry χ→ −χ is exact. Although during
the transition this symmetry is broken, we assume that the last term is neg-
ligible. There remains the middle term, which, once the short-wavelength
modes reach the minimum of the potential, χ2S = v
2, gives
∆ = 3v2χL . (5.21)
The equation of motion for χL becomes:
χ¨L + 2λv
2χL + λχ
3
L = 0 . (5.22)
When the short-wavelength modes reach the minimum, they kill the tachy-
onic instability of the long-wavelength modes, stabilizing them. For the pa-
rameter choices (5.8), the short wavelength modes reach the minimum nearly
instantaneously when φ rolls past φcrit and no perturbations are generated on
long wavelengths modes. Therefore, the observational predictions on super-
horizon scales are not affected by the tachyonic phase transition, and the
prediction for fNL and ns remain those given in Eqs. (5.12) and (5.13):
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fNL = −10
3
m2
λv4
,
ns ≃ 1 + 12m
2
λv4
> 1 . (5.23)
Thus this scenario generates a power spectrum that on CMB scales has prop-
erties that are at odds with current observational bounds [3, 5].
5.1.3 Non-equilibrium aspects of the waterfall phase
Although, as we argued above, the waterfall phase does not affect observables
on super-horizon scales, on scales smaller than the horizon its signatures are
highly non-trivial. The dynamics of this phase are characterized by non-
equilibrium effects and the generation of bound structures that drastically
affect the evolution of causal regions. It is referred to as tachyonic preheat-
ing and it has an important role in reheating the universe after inflation (see
[41]). Below, we describe the main aspects of this phase.
If χ is a real scalar, the symmetry breaking generates a network of domains
where different choices of vacuum have been made, either χ = +v or χ = −v,
with properties determined by causality [42]. These domains are separated
by domain walls, regions of space where χ interpolates between +v and −v,
going through χ = 0. They are characterized by a non-zero energy density,
with a surface tension roughly given by σDW ≃ V (φ = 0, χ = 0). Assuming
the area of a wall inside a Hubble region of volume V ≃ H−3 is approximately
A ≃ H−2, the energy density of the wall is ρDW = σDWA/V ∝ H. Given
the first Friedmann equation (2.3), we can estimate the wall’s contribution
to the total energy density as
ΩDW =
ρDW
ρtot
∝ 1
H
∝ t. (5.24)
It means that the fraction of energy contained in the domain wall grows with
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time and, eventually, it comes to dominate the evolution of the causal region
containing it. This is in contrast with observation and severely constrains the
surface tension σDW, requiring it to be of order of a few MeV , incompatibly
with the higher energy scale required for inflation [43].
This issue can be solved by requiring χ to be a multi-component field. In
fact, in SUSY derived hybrid models χ generally transforms as a non-trivial
representation of a group G [44]. Depending on the dimensions of G, the
symmetry breaking phase transition can generate different types of defects,
these being cosmic strings if G = O(2), monopoles if G = O(3) and textures
if G = O(4) [43]. For higher dimensional symmetry groups, no topological
defects are created [43]. If the broken continuous symmetry is global, the
transition generates massless scalars, known as Goldstone bosons, which do
not decay and lead to considerable issues in cosmology. If the symmetry is not
exact, however, the Goldstone bosons acquire a small mass and might lead
to interesting phenomenologies. Gauging the symmetry kills the Goldstone
bosons, however this comes at the expense of considerable complications in
the model.
Of all the defects mentioned above, cosmic strings are those with the most
interesting cosmological effects [43]. They can possibly play an important
role in structure formation following the end of inflation [45].
A less catastrophic aspect, but yet constrained by observations, is the cre-
ation of primordial black holes during the waterfall phase [46] . Intuitively,
they originate from the large density fluctuations characterising the sym-
metry breaking transition: overdense regions, such that δρ/ρ ≈ O(1), can
potentially form black holes. These overdense regions are not an exclusive
feature of hybrid inflation [47]. In order for a model to be viable, the black
holes created cannot be too big and too many, providing a constraint on the
scale at which they form. For the hybrid potential, the constraint is satisfied
in the limit that λv2 ≫ H2 [48].
Other objects that are created during the phase transition are known as os-
cillons [41, 49]. They are localised configurations in which the inflaton is
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oscillating about the minimum φ = 0 with large amplitude and high fre-
quency. Perhaps the most surprising feature of these objects is that they
can have a long lifetime, and might have an important role in reheating the
universe after inflation. It is interesting to note that, if the inflaton were a
complex field, these objects would be Q-balls [50] and conservation of charge
would prevent them from decaying, making them potential candidates for
dark matter.
5.2 Vacuum Dominated with Light χ
Considering all the problematic issues arising from the non-equilibrium dy-
namics of tachyonic preheating, it is tempting to consider regimes in which
inflation continues after the instability. The velocity of the symmetry break-
ing phase transition depends on the mass of the field χ: the smaller the
mass, the slower the rolling along the trajectory to the vacuum. Depending
on the speed and the displacement from χ = 0 of the trajectory when it
goes through the instability, inflation after the critical point can last much
more than 60 e-folds of expansion [51]. In such a scenario, topological defects
and every other feature of the spontaneous symmetry breaking are stretched
outside the horizon and do not affect observations. The intermediate regime
in which inflation after the instability lasts a non negligible number of e-folds
but not enough to erase signals of the transition from the sky, generates an
amplitude of density perturbations on scales associated with the instability
in tension with primordial black hole constraints.
In this Section we will consider a regime in which inflation after the critical
point lasts for more than 60 e-folds and the potential (5.1) is vacuum domi-
nated.
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5.2.1 Constraints on parameter space
In this regime, χ remains light for at least 60 e-folds after the instability,
that is |m2χ| < H2 has to be satisfied for at least 60 e-folds. Since the
mass of χ is m2χ ≃ g2(φ2 − φ2crit), requiring it to remain light for a long
time after the transition is equivalent to require that φ rolls very slowly
through the instability. This gives a condition on the inflaton’s mass, which
can naively be estimated using analogous approximations to the ones used
in subsection 5.1.1. Vacuum domination at the critical point implies that
3H2 = λv4/4. Solving for |m2χ| < H2 and neglecting second order in δφ,
gives λv6 & 5× 103m2.
Of course, the length of the transition depends also on the value χi at the
critical point: the larger it is, the faster the transition. Requiring that φ
rolls faster than χ for at least 60 e-folds after the instability, again using the
linear approximation for φ during the slow-roll regime as in subsection 5.1.1,
gives χi . 8× 10−3v2φcrit.
Furthemore, if χ is too close to the origin, quantum fluctuations can severely
affect the dynamics after the instability by driving χ over the potential barrier
at χ = 0. These quantum jumps can potentially generate domain walls inside
the horizon, affecting subsequent dynamics in a non-trivial way. Therefore,
we require χ to be larger than the quantum fluctuations scale χ > ∆χqu ≈ H2pi .
Demanding this condition to be satisfied at the critical point (φcrit, χi) is
sufficient for ensuring the subsequent evolution remains classical as long as
χ is light. One finds χi > 0.23
√
λv2/mpl, where λ is constrained to be
considerably less than unity by the amplitude of primordial perturbations,
as we will see in the following Sections. The constraints on parameter space
therefore are
v < 1 , λv6 > 5000m2 ,
φi = φcrit , 8× 10−3v2φcrit > χi1 > 0.23
√
λv2 . (5.25)
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Figure 5.1: Comparison between a numerically integrated trajectory for
which 96 e-folds of inflation are realised (continuous line), the adiabatic tra-
jectory Eq. (5.26) (dotted line in the middle) and the slow-roll trajectory
with m = 0 Eq. (5.28) (dashed line in the top). The parameters are fixed
as v = φcrit = 0.01, m = 1.47 × 10−20 and λ = 1.29 × 10−19. The initial
conditions for the numerical trajectory are φi = φcrit, χi = 3 × 10−9, with
the first derivatives fixed by the slow-roll equations (5.27). The slow-roll
trajectory has the same initial field values and the adiabatic solutions starts
at φi = φcrit, χi = 0. The numerical trajectory satisfies the PLANCK con-
straint on the amplitude Aζ and gives ns = 0.93 and fNL = 0.029. The
spectral index is outside the 95% confidence limit bounds from PLANCK.
This figure highlights that neither the slow-roll nor the adiabatic solutions
are good descriptions of the motion.
5.2.2 Inflation dynamics
As we argued above, inflation before the instability is irrelevant to observa-
tions for parameters satisfying (5.25). After the instability, trajectories tend
towards the valley of minima given by
∂V
∂χ
= 0 ⇒ χ2 = v2
(
1− φ
2
φ2crit
)
. (5.26)
Of course, Eq. (5.26) represents an ideal trajectory. More realistically, the
system during the inflationary phase evolves according to the slow-roll equa-
tions of motion:
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Figure 5.2: The spectral index ns = 1 − 6ǫ∗ + 2η∗ as a function of φ∗/φcrit
for fixed χ∗ = 10−7mpl. The other parameters are fixed as v = 0.03mpl,
φcrit = 0.08mpl, m = 3.5 × 10−8 and λ = 1. These parameters don’t satisfy
the observational constraint on the amplitude of perturbations and the plot is
just meant to illustrate the facts that ns < 1 and the smaller φ∗, the smaller
ns.
∂φ
∂N
= −m2+g2χ2
3H2
φ ,
∂χ
∂N
= −g2φ2+λ(χ2−v2)
3H2
χ . (5.27)
The equations (5.27) cannot be solved analytically in the general case. How-
ever, the constraints (5.25) imply that, in this regime, m is very small and
we can solve for χ as a function of φ in the limit in which m = 0:
χ(φ) =
√√√√√
(
φ
φcrit
)2φ2
crit
/v2
(χ2i (φ
2
crit − v2) + v4) + v2(φ2crit − φ2 − v2)
φ2crit − v2
. (5.28)
The trajectories (5.26), (5.28) and a numerically integrated solution are com-
pared in Fig. 5.1. The difference between the three trajectories is striking,
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highlighting the fact that neither the slow-roll nor the adiabatic solutions are
good descriptions of the motion.
We showed in the previous Section 5.1 that the spectral index generated
when vacuum dominated inflation ends abruptly at the instability is greater
than one, see Eqs. (5.23), in conflict with observations. How does a phase of
inflation after the instability change this result?
In Fig. 5.2, the slow-roll expression for the spectral index ns = 1− 6ǫ∗ + 2η∗
is plotted against φ∗/φcrit for representative parameters. We find that ns <
1 and it tends to decrease as φ∗ decreases, spanning the observationally
compatible range (in agreement with the results of Clesse [51]). Therefore,
a phase of inflation after the instability cures the blue spectral index ns > 1
predicted when inflation ends abruptly at the phase transition.
In a recently appeared paper [52], the authors derived analytical formulas
for the spectral index ns and the reduced bispectrum fNL in this regime,
and confirmed their validity with numerical simulations. They arrived at
the conclusion that inflation along waterfall trajectories can’t satisfy the
observational constraints on the amplitude of the perturbations Aζ and the
spectral index ns simultaneously.
5.3 φ Dominated with Light χ
So far we only considered inflationary regimes in which the potential (5.1)
is vacuum dominated. Another interesting possibility is that the potential
be dominated by the inflaton’s mass term at horizon crossing [1]. In this
scenario, the exponential expansion is driven by φ rolling down its quadratic
potential, just as in chaotic inflation. The trajectory rolls through the insta-
bility slowly enough for the scalar field χ to remain dynamically irrelevant for
at 60 more efolds of expansion, with a mass m2χ ≪ H2. As the universe’s en-
ergy density drops, eventually m2χ ≈ H2 and χ’s motion becomes important,
potentially sourcing different super-horizon signatures than chaotic inflation
(see Section 4.3).
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5.3.1 Constraints on parameter space
For the potential (5.1) to be dominated by the inflaton’s mass term, the
relation m2φ2∗ ≫ 2V0 ≡ λv4/2 has to be satisfied. Also, we wil require that
at least 60 e-folds of expansion happen after the instability. As shown in
2.2.3, this implies that φcrit & 15.5. This condition is equivalent to λv
2 ≫ g2.
Furthermore, we will only consider sub-planckian vacuum expectation values:
v < 1. Summarising, the requirements on the parameters are
λv2 ≫ g2 , , m2φ∗2 ≫ λv4 ,
v < 1 , φcrit & 16 , (5.29)
5.3.2 Analytical estimates
For parameters satisfying the constraints (5.29), during the inflationary phase
the interaction term g2φ2χ2 is sub-dominant to the other terms and the
potential (5.1) is approximately of the separable form:
V (φ, χ) = Vφ(φ) + Vχ(χ) . (5.30)
We will therefore use this approximation for analytic calculations, and later
check its validity using full numerical simulations.
For separable potentials, there exist analytic expressions for the derivatives of
N [53, 54]. The starting point for these formulae are the slow-roll equations
of motion
φ˙ = − V,φ
3H
,
χ˙ = −V,χ
3H
. (5.31)
It follows that
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N =
∫ f
∗
dφ
−V (φ, χ)
V,φ
=
∫ f
∗
dφ
−Vφ
V,φ
+
∫ f
∗
dχ
−Vχ
V,χ
. (5.32)
Therefore, for example,
N,χ =
Vχ
m2plV,χ
∣∣∣∣∣
∗
− Vχ
V,χ
∣∣∣∣
f
∂φf
∂φ∗
. (5.33)
The complexity of the calculation then reduces to determining the partial
derivative of the final field value on a constant energy density hypersurface
with respect to the initial field value. However, when the dynamics become
adiabatic during inflation, this derivative tends to zero. Therefore, one usu-
ally finds that1 Nχ = Vχ/(V,χ|∗). The second derivatives of N then follow by
simple differentiation.
We can now proceed to compute the derivatives. For χ∗ ≪ v, we find
Nφ ≈ φ∗
2
, (5.34)
Nχ ≈ − V0
m2
1
χ∗
, (5.35)
Nφφ ≈ 1
2
, (5.36)
Nφφ ≈ V0
m2
1
χ2∗
. (5.37)
In the limit that χ∗ → 0 the derivatives with respect to χ tend to infinity and
dominate over the derivatives with respect to φ. This regime corresponds to
χ being very close to the top of its self-interactive potential at the time of
horizon crossing. In such a scenario, it is known that χ’s descent from the
ridge can generate a large non-gaussianity via the hilltop mechanism [55, 36]
if its tachyonic mass squared is much greater than the vacuum energy at the
1It is possible that this is not the case if Vχ/V,χ|f diverges as the derivative tends to
zero (see [36] for a full discussion).
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top of the hilltop. We find that fNL in this regime is given by
fNL ≈ 10
3v2
, (5.38)
Thus, depending on the value of v, fNL can be large provided that χ∗ is not
too large.
The condition for χ to source the dominant contribution to δN is |Nχ| > |Nφ|,
which translates to χ∗ ≃ 0.03v2. We arrive at the interesting situation in
which the φ field sources inflation, while the contribution due to the χ field
dominates ζ and can be extremely non-Gaussian. On the other hand, con-
sideration of Eq. (4.8) implies that the spectral index is generically red tilted
and close to scale invariant, as will be confirmed by the full numerical simu-
lations which follow.
Guidance from analytic arguments, therefore, appears to lead to a large non-
gaussianity in the following scenario. Long before the last 60 e-folds of in-
flation, φ begins its evolution with φ > φcrit, and some value of χ. Since the
mass of χ is initially positive it will evolve towards its minimum at χ = 0 as
φ evolves towards φcrit. Assuming the classical evolution of χ reaches χ = 0
before φ reaches φcrit, then at this time the value of χ will be dominated by
its quantum diffusion during the period before the transition for which it was
light. After the transition for the parameter choices discussed, more than 60
e-folds of inflation occur and χ is still light when φ = 16 roughly 60 e-folds
before the end of inflation. Its vev at this time will then likely still be close
to χ = 0. The χ field will only roll significantly when χ becomes heavy. If
this occurs before φ evolves to its minimum, it will roll during the slow-roll
inflationary phase, otherwise φ will begin oscillating and begin to decay into
radiation before χ begins to roll. In the later case χ will perhaps source an
extremely short secondary inflationary phase as it rolls. It is clear, however,
that Eq. (5.38) will remain at best a rough estimate. This is why we employ
numerical simulations in our study.
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Using Eqs. (5.34-5.37) we can write analytic expression for the asymptotic
value of fNL even when χ∗ becomes larger and Eq. (5.38) becomes obsolete.
At χ∗ ∼ v2, we reach a regime where |Nφ| > |Nχ|. If the numerator of
Eq. (4.25) is still dominated by χ, we find
fNL =
5
6
N2χNχχ
N4φ
≈ v
6
χ4∗
, (5.39)
indicating that fNL drops sharply. At even larger values of χ∗, we find Nφφ >
Nχχ, which implies fNL = 5Nφφ/(6N
2
φ). This gives
fNL =
5
3φ2∗
≈ 0.007. (5.40)
Hence, we should find a smooth but clear transition from the significant
non-gaussianity predicted by Eq. (5.38) to practically Gaussian single-field
behavior (5.40) at around χ∗ ≈ 0.03v2.
5.3.3 Initial conditions
The scenario discussed above requires a small initial value for the waterfall
field, χ∗ ≪ v2, at φ = φcrit. In this subsection we discuss the naturalness
of this condition. This is an instance of the ‘measure problem’ which is
unresolved in general. However, we can apply some heuristic arguments.
In 5.3.2, we outlined a plausible sequence of events in which, long before the
hybrid transition, both φ and χ took large values, and the classical evolution
of χ tended to zero before φ reached φcrit. The initial values of φ and χ can
be motivated by assuming a phase of eternal inflation during which the path
the fields follow is dominated by quantum fluctuations, rather than classical
rolling. The condition for such behaviour is that the distance moved in field
space in a Hubble time, is less than a typical quantum fluctuation [16]
√
φ˙2 + χ˙2 >
H2
2π
. (5.41)
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Using the slow roll equations of motion (5.31) this becomes a constraint on
the field values, and defines a one dimensional surface in field space at which
the dynamics becomes predominantly classical.
Beginning at this surface, therefore, one might wonder whether χ will in-
deed reach χ = 0 (according to its classical rolling) before φ reaches φcrit.
The answer to this question will be extremely parameter dependent, and
will likely also depend on the position on the surface from which the fields
originate. It is easy, however, to build up a rough picture of the expected
behaviour. Considering cases where both φ and χ are significantly displaced
from zero initially, χ will likely initially be the more massive field for the
parameter choices we are focusing on (5.29). This is because χ feels a mass
of 1/2λχ2+g2φ2 in comparison with m2+g2χ2, the mass of φ. Moreover, we
expect λ > g2, unless v is much less than 1. In the following we will assume
this condition on λ and g. The mass of φ would only be greater initially,
therefore, if m2 & λχ2e + g
2φ2e (where subscript e represents values on the
eternal inflation surface).
Assuming that χ is indeed more massive initially, it will evolve rapidly to-
wards χ = 0, while φ will remain nearly frozen. As χ decreases, there will
come a time when λχ2 < m2. At this point if the condition m2 & g2φ2e is
met then the χ field will cease to be the more massive, and its evolution will
slow significantly, and it will likely not reach χ = 0. On the other hand, if
this condition is not met we expect that χ does reach zero. The necessary
condition for χ to reach zero, therefore, is that m2 < g2φ2e , which ensures
that χ is always the more massive field.
This condition is likely only very approximate, but from some limited nu-
merical probing it appears to capture the rough behaviour of the fields. In
Section 5.3.5 we will look carefully at a particular parameter choice and probe
the surface defined by Eq. (5.41). We find a complicated picture, however
this rough analysis is a useful aid.
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Figure 5.3: The non-gaussianity parameter fNL as a function of χi and v,
with other parameters given by Eq. (5.29). Lighter shades indicate higher
fNL. The black contour lines correspond to, from left to right, fNL = 100 and
fNL = 1. Values fNL & 10 are ruled out by PLANCK.
5.3.4 Numerical analysis
Having identified the interesting parameter range, we now compute the statis-
tics of the perturbations numerically. We evolve the full non-slow-roll equa-
tions of motion Eqs. (4.29) and (4.30) following the method described in
subsection 4.2.4.
For simplicity we reduce the number of parameters which can be varied, by
fixing
φcrit =
√
1000,
m =
√
λv,
g =
√
λv/φcrit,
Γ = 10−1
√
λv, (5.42)
and we explore the ranges
10−3 < v < 1,
10−6 < χi/v < 1. (5.43)
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Figure 5.4: The spectral index ns as a function of χi and v, with other
parameters given by Eq. (5.29). Lighter shades indicate higher ns. All values
obtained are compatible with PLANCK observations.
Our parameter choice effectively means that the magnitude of H∗ and of Γ
is proportional to
√
λ, and so can be scaled simply by changing the value of
λ. On the other hand, since the derivatives of N f∗ , which enter formulae for
observational quantities, are unaltered by such a scaling, changing the value
of λ leaves these derivatives unaltered. For each choice of χi and v, we fix λ
such that the resulting amplitude Aζ is in agreement with the observational
requirement. The rescaling properties just discussed, however, mean that
this can be done retrospectively once the derivatives of N have been calcu-
lated (see below).
As discussed in Section 4.1, we need to calculate the amount of expansion
between a flat and an equal-energy density hypersurface, N f∗ (φ∗, χ∗), which
we obtain by solving Eqs. (4.29) for different initial values φ∗ and χ∗. To
that end, we follow the algorithm describe in subsection 4.2.4. We follow the
evolution until 99.9% of the energy density is in the radiation component.
Once we have obtained N f∗ (φ∗, χ∗), we calculate the spectral index ns and
fNL using Eqs. (4.8) and (4.25), respectively. The results in Fig. 5.4 show
that for all the parameters we considered, the spectral index is contained in
the region 0.9649 ≤ ns ≤ 0.9701. Therefore they are all compatible with the
observations.
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Figure 5.5: The ratio χ∗/H∗ as a function of χi and v, with other parameters
given by Eq. (5.29). Lighter shades indicate higher χ∗/H∗. The thicker con-
tour line corresponds to χ∗/H∗=1. Values below this are unnatural because
quantum fluctuations would generally give χ∗ & H∗
On the other hand, Fig. 5.3 shows that a wide range of values for fNL are
obtained, 7 × 10−3 . fNL . 5 × 105. All parameters giving fNL & 10 are
excluded by PLANCK measurements [3], constraining the parameter space.
For χi . 2v
2/mpl, values v . 0.07mpl are ruled out, and larger values of χi
are not constrained.
Furthermore, Fig. 5.3 confirms the validity of the analytical arguments and
estimates in Section 5.3.2 . To a good approximation, we can identify χ∗ ≈ χi.
Our results show that as long as χi is small enough, fNL is independent of it
and decreases by one order of magnitude for a two orders of magnitude in-
crease in v/mpl, as predicted by Eq. (5.38). Towards the right, at χi ∼ 0.1v2,
fNL starts to fall in accordance with Eq. (5.39), and reaches a constant value
fNL ≈ 0.007 in good agreement with Eq. (5.40).
As mentioned above in this section, with the parametrisation given in Eq. (5.42),
we can fix the parameters of the model retrospectively, constrained by the am-
plitude of the power spectrum. As can be seen in Fig. 5.6, 10−6 . λ . 10−25.
An issue of importance is whether quantum fluctuations will affect which side
of the potential the waterfall field is rolling along. This happens if the range
of quantum fluctuations is greater than the distance of χ to its hilltop. It
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Figure 5.6: The dimensionless parameters λ as a function of χi and v, with
other parameters given by Eq. (5.29). Lighter shades indicate higher λ. The
thicker contour line corresponds to λ = 10−14.
is problematic because such a scenario leads to a configuration with domain
walls, which we want to avoid. For a massless scalar field, the range is given
byH∗/(2π). For a massive field, H∗/(2π) is an upper bound. Thus, excluding
parameters such that χ∗/H∗ ≤ 1 settles the issue. As Fig. 5.5 shows, the
excluded values are approximately v ≤ 5× 10−3 and χi < v2.
5.3.5 A working example
Our results indicate that there is a fairly large window of parameters that
are compatible with observations but lead to observable non-gaussianity. We
pick one representative example for more detailed study:
v = 0.2 ,
λ = 5.322× 10−15 ,
g2 = 2.128× 10−19 ,
φi = φcrit ,
χi = 10
−3v . (5.44)
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Figure 5.7: N as a function of χ∗ for the parameters shown in Eq. (5.42)
with v = 0.2mpl. The results in Section 4.1 assume that the quadratic
Taylor expansion in Eq. (4.6) is a good approximation. This is clearly not
the case for the whole range of χ∗, but for a range that corresponds to the
values present in one comoving volume representing the currently observable
universe it is. This can be seen in the inset, where the data for such a range
with the linear term subtracted is plotted, together with a quadratic fit. The
plot is indeed quadratic in χ∗.
10−1010−910−810−710−610−5
ρ/mpl
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of two initial conditions χi and χi + δχi with pa-
rameters in Eq. (5.42) and δχi = 1.4× 10−7mpl. The plotted function is the
difference in N as a function of energy density ρ, and corresponds to the cur-
vature perturbation between points with the two different initial conditions.
The vertical dashed line indicates when the waterfall field χ starts rolling
down the ridge.
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Figure 5.9: Trajectory in χ-φ field space for the working example, with
parameters given in Eq. (5.44). The plot starts at horizon crossing, with
φ∗ = 15.02mpl.
These parameters give
fNL = 24.14 ,
ns = 0.968 .
(5.45)
Besides a value of the spectral index in the centre of the permitted obser-
vational range, these parameters give us a large value of fNL, close to the
favoured WMAP value, fNL ≈ 20 ± 10. Note that the PLANCK results [3],
released subsequently to the making of this study, rule out this value. Nev-
ertheless, the following analysis remains qualitatively interesting and applies
to values within the new observational bounds (4.26).
In Fig. 5.7, we show N for a wide range of field values χ∗. The expressions
(4.25) and (4.8) for fNL and ns assume quadratic Taylor expansion (4.6) of
this function. It is clear from the figure that this assumption is not valid
over the whole range shown. However, the actual range of χi present in a
comoving volume corresponding to the universe observable today is smaller,
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roughly δχi ≈
√
N/2πH∗, where N ≈ 60. The inset shows this range of χ∗,
with the linear term subtracted. The remaining contribution is small and
almost exactly quadratic, demonstrating that the Taylor expansion (4.6) is
valid.
It is interesting to confirm our expectation that the dominant contribution
to δN comes from the rolling of the waterfall field from its hilltop. This can
be seen clearly in Fig.5.8 which plots the evolution of δN together with the
point at which the waterfall field’s evolution becomes significant.
Finally, we ask whether the initial conditions we have assumed in this Sec-
tion are reasonable. Importantly, for the parameter values given in example
(5.44), we find that the condition, given in Section 5.3.3, for mass structure
to be correct for χ to evolve classically to χ = 0, φ2e > m
2/g2, is met if
φe > 32mpl. This is necessarily satisfied when φ is above φcrit in this case.
Of course, in practice we will need φ to be significantly larger than this
value in order that χ has time to evolve to zero. Numerically we find that
φe > 150mpl is acceptable for χ ≪ v2 at φcrit, which is satisfied on a signif-
icant proportion of the surface defined by Eq. (5.41). This can be seen by
considering Fig. 5.10, which plots the surface on which eternal inflation ends
for the parameter values at hand. For values of φ ≫ 150 the evolution is
predominantly in the χ direction. Since the surface is complicated, an evolu-
tion which leaves the eternal regime may re-enter it, as can be seen from the
figure. The dashed lines demarcate three regimes, trajectories originating
from the surface in the region on the far left do not evolve to χ = 0 before φ
reaches φcrit, while trajectories in the middle region do. Trajectories in the
region on the far right originating from the upper eternal inflation boundary
evolve classically towards χ = 0, but reenter an eternal inflationary regime.
The vast majority of trajectories which remain classical, however, evolve to
χ≪ v2 when φ = φcrit.
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Figure 5.10: A plot of the boundary in field space on which quantum fluctua-
tions become greater than the classical rolling of the fields. The three regions,
described in the text, demarcate initial conditions on the surface for which χ
does not reach χ = 0 before φ reaches φcrit (far left), initial conditions which
do (middle), and initial conditions for which eternal inflation does not end
(far right). Because of the symmetry of the potential, only positive values of
φ and χ are shown.
5.4 Discussion
In this Chapter, we studied three different regimes of inflation driven by
the potential (5.1). First, we considered vacuum dominated inflation with a
sharp tachyonic phase transition ending inflation, see Section 5.1. It leads to
a blue spectral index (ns > 1) on scales that exited the horizon 60 e-folds be-
fore the end of inflation, corresponding to scales observed today in the CMB,
in disagreement with observational constraints, and a small and negative
non-gaussianity parameter |fNL| < 1, which is undetectable by ongoing and
foreseeable experiments. Furthermore, we argued that the non-equilibrium
dynamics of the tachyonic preheating generate objects such as domain walls
which are highly constrained by observations and incompatible with the en-
ergy scale at which the transition is expected to happen in an inflationary
scenario [46]. We reach the conclusion that this regime is, to put it mildly,
disfavoured by experimental data.
In Section 5.2, we relaxed the requirement that inflation ends with a sharp
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phase transition and considered a regime in which inflation is still vacuum
dominated, but the universe undergoes considerable expansion even after the
phase transition, as first considered in [51]. The model was found to be in
tension with observations in recent work [52] .
Last, but not least, in Section 5.3 we investigated the scenario in which infla-
tion is driven by the inflaton’s mass term, as in chaotic inflation. Provided
that the critical value φcrit > φ∗ ≈ 15.5mpl, inflation lasts for more than 60
e-folds after the transition and we need not to worry about relics from the
symmetry breaking. In this scenario, the symmetry breaking field remains
light until inflation ends, frozen at the hilltop of its self-interacting potential.
As the universe’s energy density drops, it eventually falls down the hilltop
and potentially sources a highly non-Gaussian curvature perturbation, anal-
ogously to the curvaton mechanism [56]. We found that this scenario very
naturally predicts the observed spectral index ns and can generate fNL rang-
ing from 10−2 to 105, leading to strong constraints on parameter space from
the PLANCK results [3].
While earlier work has considered the hybrid model with a light waterfall
field and the resulting non-gaussianity [57, 58] (and hybrid inflation with
two light inflaton fields [59, 60]) the analysis presented in Section 5.3 is the
only studies of non-gaussianity in the case in which more than 60 e-folds of
evolution occur after the hybrid transition.
Finally we note that as discussed in 5.3.3 an interesting feature of the hybrid
model is that it offers an explanation for the initial conditions at horizon
crossing which lead to a large non-gaussianity. While parameter choices are
necessarily fine tuned, the initial conditions need not be, at least for some
subset of the parameters which can produce a large non-gaussianity. This is
in contrast to other two field models which produce a large non-gaussianity
due to inflationary dynamics [59, 61, 36], which require both carefully chosen
model parameters, and offer no explanation for the origin of the finely tuned
horizon crossing conditions.
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Assuming inflation happened in the early universe, and assuming it was
driven by the hybrid potential (5.1), we are left with the question of which of
the three regimes described in this chapter is more likely to occur. Lacking
an understanding of the fundamental physics that might give rise to the hy-
brid potential, it is impossible to discrimate between the three regimes, apart
through comparison to observations. However, if embedded in a more funda-
mental theory, the relations between the different parameters of the potential
(5.1) might be fixed by higher energy dynamics, leading to a natural choice
of the possible phenomelogies. With this issue in mind, in the next Chapter
we will explore the link between hybrid inflation and supersymmetry.
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Chapter 6
Supersymmetric Hybrid
Inflation
Inflationary models embedded in high energy particle physics theories are of
great importance. They allow to put to the test intriguing connections be-
tween cosmology and high energy physics. In Chapter 5 we studied in detail
three limiting regimes of hybrid inflation, mentioning that it is a well mo-
tivated model from a particle physics perspective. In particular, we argued
that potentials with the same features as (5.1) are easily embedded in the
supersymmetric framework and its local version supergravity. In this Chap-
ter we justify our claim by describing how hybrid potentials are derived from
supersymmetric models.
A lot of work has been invested in deriving hybrid potentials directly from
high energy frameworks, such as F-term versions in N=1 SUSY, D-term ver-
sions in SUGRA, P-term versions in N=2 SUSY, D-brane versions and many
more (see [44, 39] for a few representative examples).
As we showed in Section 5.3, inflationary models with light scalar fields,
besides the inflaton field, can have interesting and distinctive observable sig-
natures. If the light scalar is coupled to the inflaton and reheating at the end
of inflation involves non-equilibrium processes the observational signatures
are richer, including anisotropies in the gravitational wave background [62]
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and highly non-Gaussian contributions to the curvature perturbation [63].
If the perturbations are subdominant, they would generally lead to a small
non-gaussianity parameter fNL on large scales [64] and would therefore be
compatible with the PLANCK data.
The effects of non-equilibrium dynamics of light scalars have been studied
mostly in the context of preheating with a parametric resonance, but anal-
ogous observable signatures should also be produced during tachyonic pre-
heating [41] in hybrid inflation models. As discussed in subsection 5.1.3,
tachyonic preheating can involve highly non-trivial non-equilibrium phenom-
ena such as formation of topological defects, Q-balls or oscillons, which can
all be influenced by the light scalar field and therefore lead to observable
signatures.
The simplest hybrid inflation model studied in Chapter 5 consists of two
fields, the inflaton φ and the waterfall field χ. When inflation ends rapidly,
which is required for non-equilibrium processes, the waterfall field has to
be heavy, and therefore it would have no effect on cosmological scales. In
bosonic models it is possible to add another scalar field by hand, but if the
new field is coupled to the two other fields, it is generally not light. It is
therefore interesting to consider the scenario in the context of supersymmet-
ric hybrid inflation in which case the lightness of the field is protected by
supersymmetry.
In Section 6.1 we briefly introduce the minimal supersymmetric hybrid infla-
tion model. In Section 6.2, we derive an F-term version in N=1 SUSY with
three dynamically relevant scalar fields [2]. We analyze an inflationary sce-
nario in which the waterfall field is heavy and the symmetry breaking phase
transition is fast, as in Section 5.1. We study the primordial perturbations
generated on super-horizon scales and find that the model can produce the
observed amplitude and spectral index.
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6.1 Minimal Supersymmetric Hybrid Infla-
tion
Hybrid inflation models derived from SUSY can be of two types, F-term and
D-term hybrid inflation (for a review of inflationary model building from
SUSY see [65]). Of the two, the F-term type attracts more attention because
it naturally fits with the Higgs mechanism. In this section, we will describe
how the minimal SUSY F-term hybrid inflation potential is derived.
The starting point is the superpotential [44]
W = αΦ
(
XX − v
2
2
)
(6.1)
where Φ is a gauge singlet containing the inflaton and X, X is a conju-
gate pair of superfields transforming as non-trivial representations of a gauge
group. It is the most general form of superpotential consistent with the R-
symmetry, under which W → eiγW , Φ→ eiγS and XX is invariant [44]. In
this sense, the superpotential (6.1) is natural.
The scalar potential is given by [65]
V =
∑
α
∣∣∣∣∂W (Sα)∂Sα
∣∣∣∣
2
, (6.2)
where the sum is taken over all the superfields Sα.
For the superpotential (6.1), we find
V = α2|Φ|2 (|X|2 + |X|2)+ α2 ∣∣∣∣XX − v22
∣∣∣∣
2
. (6.3)
There is a single global minimum and it preserves SUSY [44]:
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X = X = ± v√
2
Φ = 0. (6.4)
However, in the tree level potential (6.3) there is no term that drives Φ to
zero. It is no longer the case when radiative corrections are taken into account
[44]. For |Φ| > 0 SUSY is broken, meaning that one-loop corrections to the
potential do not cancel. They are given by [44]
∆V =
∑
i
(−1)F
64π2
M4i ln
M2i
Λ2
(6.5)
where F = 0, 1 respectively for a boson or a fermion and Mi is the effective
mass measured at a scale Λ. These corrections lift the potential in the Φ
direction, driving the system towards the global minimun [44].
This model is appealing for a series of reasons, perhaps the main one being
the possibility to embed it in the particle physics framework. Furthermore,
the potential (6.3) has only two parameters, α and v. The relations to the
parameters of the hybrid potential (5.1) are α2 = g2 = λ and requiring the
fields to travel sub-Planckian distances implies v < 1.
The dynamics of the phase transition depend on the hierarchy between the
masses of the two fields Φ and
√
XX, with behaviour interpolating from that
described in Section 5.1 to that described in Section 5.2. It follows that the
model can predict a red spectral index ns < 1, as shown in Fig. 5.2 provided
that inflation lasts for more than 60 e-folds after the phase transition. How-
ever, a recently appeared paper [52] claims that this regime does not lead to
a viable cosmology.
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6.2 Supersymmetric Hybrid Inflation with a
Light Scalar Field
In this section we derive a SUSY hybrid model with a 3rd scalar field which
is light at horizon crossing.
The superpotential is
W = αΦ
(
XX − v
2
2
)
+
m
2
Φ2, (6.6)
where Φ is a gauge singlet and X, X is a conjugate pair of superfields in
N = 1 superspace. The Kahler potential is supposed to give the canonical
kinetic terms plus negligible terms. Note that in (6.6) Φ breaks the R-
symmetry. This can be justified by assuming that the R-symmetry is not
exact, with m ≪ αv. Otherwise, since no observation tells us that this is a
fundamental symmetry of nature, we can take the view that (6.6) is just a
phenomenological model.
The scalar sector of the potential is given by
V = α2
(
XX − v
2
2
)2
+m2|Φ|2 + α2|Φ|2 (|X|2 + |X|2)
+2αm(Φ + Φ∗)
(
XX − v
2
2
)
. (6.7)
Let’s expand the field Φ into its real and imaginary components: Φ = 1√
2
(φ+
iσ).
The potential (6.7) becomes
V =
α2
4
(
χ2 − v2)2 + m2
2
(φ2 + σ2)
+
α2
2
χ2(φ2 + σ2) +
αm√
2
φ
(
χ2 − v2) , (6.8)
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where, without loss of generality, we constrained X = X = χ/
√
2, χ being a
real scalar field. Note that the fields φ and σ share the same mass, whereas
χ does not.
There are three degenerate global minima:
• One symmetry preserving vacuum (SPV henceforth): φ = αv2√
2m
, χ =
σ = 0 with V = 0.
• Two symmetry breaking vacuum (SBV henceforth): φ = σ = 0, χ =
±v with V = 0.
We are interested in inflationary trajectories that end up at the SBV, with
a fast phase transition driven by the waterfall field χ. Its mass is given by
m2χR = −α2v2 + α2(φ2 + σ2) +
√
2αmφ and it becomes tachyonic inside the
circle in the φ− σ plane defined by
(
φ2 +
m√
2α
)2
+ σ2 = v2 +
m2
2α2
. (6.9)
The possible inflationary trajectories are shown in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2. The
key fact is that, at large field values, the global attractor of the system is
the SPV. Only trajectories that, on their way to the SPV, hit the tachyonic
region m2χ < 0, can potentially end up at the SBV, as can be seen in Fig. 6.1.
However, hitting the instability region is not sufficient to guarantee that the
system ends up at the SBV: the waterfall field χ still has to sufficiently roll
down the ridge while in the tachyonic region, otherwise the trajectory crosses
the instability region and reaches the SPV. This means the waterfall field has
to be heavy: αv > m or, equivalently r ≡ m/(αv) ≪ 1. For such param-
eters, the waterfall is fast, analogously to the regime discussed in Section 5.1.
Fig. 6.1 highlights the fact that trajectories rolling from positive φ end up
at the SPV, constraining the interesting trajectories to those with initial
condition φ < 0. Fig. 6.2 strengthens the constraint: only trajectories within
an angle γ or (2π − γ) from the σ = 0 trajectory in the φ − σ plane hit
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Figure 6.1: Contour plot of the potential (6.8) with σ = 0, V (φ, χ, 0). We
choose m = v = mpl and α = 1 for drawing purposes, although these param-
eters are unrealistic. The arrows represent possible inflationary trajectories.
If inflation starts at some φi > 0, then the trajectory hits the SPV. On the
other hand, if φi < 0, the trajectory may end up at the SBV.
the instability region. At large field values φ ≫ v and σ ≫ v, φ and σ are
related by an approximate U(1) symmetry, as can be seen in Fig. 6.2. This
suggests that at such large field values, trajectories will come from random
directions with probability uniformly distributed along a circle centred at
the SPV. Under these assumptions, the probability of hitting the instability
region (6.9) is given by the ratio of the arc corresponding to trajectories
entering the tachyonic region to the circumference of the circle, or, in terms
of the angle γ defined in Fig. 6.2, PSBV = γ/π. Doing some trigonometry, we
find
sin(γ) = m
√
m2+2α2v2
m2+2α2v2
= r
√
r2+2
r2+1
(6.10)
In the limit r ≪ 1, we find sin(γ) ≈ √2r, which is small. Therefore we can
expand Eq. (6.10) around γ = 0 to find γ ≈ m
αv
and the likelihood of hitting
the SBV is PSBV =
m
piαv
, a very small probability. In order to avoid fine-tuning
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Figure 6.2: Contour plot of the potential (6.8) with χ = 0, V (φ, 0, σ). We
choose m = v = mpl and α = 1 for drawing purposes, although these param-
eters are unrealistic. The arrows represent possible inflationary trajectories
and the circle corresponds to m2χ = 0. Trajectories at an angle greater than
γ to the σ = 0 line don’t hit the m2χ < 0 region and the SBV.
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issues as much as possible, we will therefore focus on the largest possible ra-
tio r that leads to the desired phenomenology. As shown in what follows,
this ratio turns out to be r ≈ 10−3, which gives a likelihood PSBV ≈ 10−4,
clearly not enough to avoid fine-tuned initial conditions. Thus, for most of
the trajectories, inflation sourced by the potential (6.8) looks like single field
inflation along a quadratic potential, leading to the predictions derived in 4.3.
Although the potential (6.8) requires fine-tuning to lead to the desired phe-
nomenology, the idea that light scalar fields might source superhorizon scale
perturbations in hybrid models with tachyonic preheating is more general
and there might exist less fine-tuned realisations. Therefore the potential
(6.8) should be considered as an attempt to motivate the presence of several
light scalar fields at the end of inflation.
In the following section we present a calculation of the local contribution
to the spectral index ns and the non-gaussianity parameter fNL, leaving the
study of non-equilibrium dynamics for future work.
6.3 Non-Gaussianity of Primordial Perturba-
tions
6.3.1 Analytical estimates
Now that we derived the potential (6.8), we calculate the local contribution
to the curvature perturbation generated on superhorizon scales when infla-
tion happens along trajectories ending up at the SBV.
The inflationary scenario is as follows: initially χ = 0 and both φ < 0
and σ slow-roll towards the minimum of their quadratic potential. When
the trajectory hits the tachyonic region, the symmetry breaking transition
starts, ending inflation in less than 1 e-fold. As Fig. 6.2 emphasizes, the
exact amount of inflation happening before the critical surface, defined in
Eq. (6.9), and the velocity of the phase transition depend on where the
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trajectory hits the surface. Thus, we have two separate contributions to the
curvature perturbation:
• expansion up to the critical surface Ncrit(σ∗).
• expansion from the critical surface to a final hypersurface of constant
energy density in a radiation dominated universe Ntr(σ∗).
Ncrit(σ∗)
We want to compute the number of e-folds Ncrit(σ∗) from a flat hypersurface
at horizon crossing to the critical surface defined by m2χ = 0, which corre-
sponds to φ = φcrit(σ) =
−m−
√
m2+4α2(v2−2σ2)
2
√
2α
.
The equations of motion of the slow-rolling fields are
∂φ
∂N
= −m
2φ− αmv2/√2
3H2
∂σ
∂N
= −m
2σ
3H2
(6.11)
where Eqs. (2.19) give
H2 =
α2v4
12
+
m2(φ2 + σ2)
6
− αmv
2φ
(3
√
2)
. (6.12)
Solving for N at the instability point, we find
Ncrit(φ∗, φcrit, σcrit) =
φ∗ − φcrit
4m(α2v4 − 2m2φ2crit)2
×[(
(φcrit + φ∗)m−
√
2αv2
) (
α2v4 − 2m2φ2crit
)2
+2m2σ2crit
(
2φ2crit(φcrit + φ∗)m
3 + 2
√
2αm2v2φcritφ∗
+α2(φ∗ − 3φcrit)mv4 −
√
2a3v6
)]
(6.13)
This is the amount of inflation happening before the transition starts and it
depends on the value of σ∗ through σcrit(σ∗) and φcrit(σcrit).
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Ntr(σ∗)
The second effect of the σ field affects the phase transition. We split the
evolution in two: Nbr is the expansion from the critical surface to 〈χ2〉 ≈ v2,
the time when the backreaction becomes important; Nend is the expansion
from 〈χ2〉 ≈ v2 to a hypersurface of constant energy density, assuming that
by the time the backreaction sets in, the universe is radiation dominated.
Furthermore, we assume that fluctuations of φ and σ are negligible (justified
by inflation) so that, near the instability point, we can approximate
φ(t) ≈ φcrit − φ˙t.
σ(t) ≈ σcrit − σ˙t. (6.14)
The time dependence of the fluctuations χ(t,k), up to a short time after
the transition, is well approximated by the Minkowski linearized equation of
motion
∂2t χ(t,k) = (α
2v2 − 2α2(φ2(t) + σ2(t))−
√
2αmφ(t)− k2)χ(t,k)
≈
[(
(2α2φcrit +
√
2αm)φ˙+ 2α2σcritσ˙
)
t− k2
]
χ(t,k) (6.15)
In a quantum field theory, (6.15) is valid as an operator equation. The initial
state is the vacuum and at tree level it is completely described by the two-
point functions Eq. (3.12), which for χ read
〈χ∗(k)χ(k′)〉 = 1
2|k|(2π)
3δ3(k− k′),
〈π∗(k)π(k′)〉 = |k|
2
(2π)3δ3(k− k′), (6.16)
where π = δtχ.
The solution is given by Airy functions:
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χ(t,k) = cA(k)Ai(ωt− k
2
ω2
) + cB(k)Bi(ωt− k
2
ω2
) (6.17)
where ω =
[
(2α2φcrit +
√
2αm)φ˙+ 2α2σcritσ˙
]1/3
.
Each mode k starts growing when m2k ≡ ω3t − k2 becomes negative, that is
at tk =
k2
ω3
. The coefficients cA(k) and cB(k) can be expressed in terms of
χ(k) and π(k) evaluated at time tk as
cA(k) =
1
2
[
χ(tk,k)
Ai(0)
+
π(tk,k)
ωAi′(0)
]
,
cB(k) =
1
2
√
3
[
χ(tk,k)
Ai(0)
− π(tk,k)
ωAi′(0)
]
, (6.18)
where Ai(0) = 3−2/3Γ(2/3)−1 ≈ 0.355 and Ai′(0) = −3−1/3Γ(1/3)−1 ≈
−0.259.
It is easy to derive the field and momentum power spectrums using Eq. (6.17).
We find
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Pχ(t, k) ≡ 〈χ
∗(t,k)χ(t,k′)〉
(2π)3δ3(k− k′)
=
1
8k
(
Ai[ω(t− tk)] + 1√3Bi[ω(t− tk)]
)2
Ai(0)2
+
k
8ω2
(
Ai[ω(t− tk)]− 1√3Bi[ω(t− tk)]
)2
Ai′(0)2
(6.19)
Ppi(t, k) ≡ 〈π
∗(t,k)π(t,k′)〉
(2π)3δ3(k− k′)
=
ω2
8k
(
Ai′[ω(t− tk)] + 1√3Bi′[ω(t− tk)]
)2
Ai(0)2
+
k
8
(
Ai′[ω(t− tk)]− 1√3Bi′[ω(t− tk)]
)2
Ai′(0)2
. (6.20)
We are interested in the time at which inflation ends. However, to compute
(6.17), we linearized the equation of motion. Thus, the solution can only
be trusted until the linear approximation breaks down. This happens when
〈χ2〉 = v2 and we assume inflation ends at that time.
We expect tend > ω
−1, since ω is the characteristic frequency of the system
and reheating should take more than one fluctuation. We are therefore in-
terested in the behaviour of χ(t,k) at late times.
Following [41] we find that, at late times, the fluctuations of χ go as
〈χ2〉(t) ≈ 2.645
128π3
ω
t
exp
[
4
3
(ωt)3/2
]
. (6.21)
Assuming inflation ends when 〈χ2〉(tbr) ≈ v2, we can solve for tbr. This
involves solving a non-linear equation of the form
e
4
3
x3/2 = xy, (6.22)
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where x = ωt and y = 128pi
3v2
2.645ω2
. Note that if xy < 1, x has to be imaginary,
which does not make sense. This is symptomatic of the late time limit we
took: if the transition is too fast, the approximation breaks down. Thus, we
have the consistency relation:
tbr ≥ 2.645ω
128π3v2
. (6.23)
To a first approximation, the solution of Eq. (6.22) is given by
Nbr = Ht ≈ H
ω
(
3
2
ln
v
ω
)2/3
. (6.24)
We assume that at this point, the universe is radiation dominated. The
curvature perturbation ζ is evaluated on a final hypersurface of constant
energy density. However, 〈χ2〉 ≈ v2 does not correspond to a constant energy
density. Thus, we must include the expansion from then to a constant energy
density ρend ≡ ρ(〈χ2〉 ≈ v2) exp(−4Nend). Find:
∂Nend
∂σ∗
=
1
4
∂ log ρ(〈χ2〉 ≈ v2)
∂σ∗
. (6.25)
The total amount of expansion therefore is
N(φ∗, σ∗) = Ncrit(φ∗, σ∗) +Nbr(φ∗, σ∗) +Nend(φ∗, σ∗).
(6.26)
We are now ready to compute the observables of Eqs. (4.7,4.8,4.25). First,
we need to calculate the derivatives ∂αN . From Eq. (6.11) we know σ∗(σcrit)
and from Eq. (6.26) we know N(σcrit). Thus
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∂N
∂σ∗
=
∂σcrit
∂σ∗
∂N
∂σcrit
=
(
∂σ∗
∂σcrit
)−1
∂N
∂σcrit
∂2N
∂σ2∗
=
(
∂σ∗
∂σcrit
)−2
∂2N
∂σ2crit
−
(
∂σ∗
∂σcrit
)−3
∂2σ∗
∂σ2crit
∂N
∂σcrit
. (6.27)
The complete analytical expressions for the observables are long and we do
not believe that presenting them here would help the discussion. However,
there exists a limit in which they become simple enough for useful information
to be extracted from them. Indeed, for trajectories such that σcrit = 0, both
the first and second derivative of N f∗ are dominated by φ and the observables
are given by:
ns = 1−
4m2m2pl
1
2
m2φ2∗ − αmv2√2 φ∗ + α
2v4
2
≡ 1− 16r
2m2pl
2r2φ2∗ − 2
√
2vrφ∗ + v2
, (6.28)
fNL =
20
3
m2m2pl
(
√
2αv2 − 2mφ∗)2
≡ 20
3
m2pl
(
√
2v
r
− 2φ∗)2
, (6.29)
In the limit v/r ≫ 2φ∗ and for fixed v, we find the simple relations ns ∝
1 − 16r2m2pl/v2 and fNL ∝ r2/v2. The opposite regime, when φ∗ dominates
the denominator, gives ns ∝ 1− 8m2pl/φ2∗ and fNL ∝ m2pl/φ2∗.
Therefore, the presence of a third scalar field which is light at horizon cross-
ing generates a red spectral index, in contrast to the original hybrid inflation
scenario discussed in Section 5.1. In the limit in which the potential (6.8)
is vacuum dominated at horizon crossing, this is due to the linear term in φ
that implies ǫ∗ ≃ η∗ and ns < 1. As we approach φ∗ domination, ns decreases.
We conclude this section with some comments on the amplitude of the cur-
vature perturbation, Aζ . PLANCK results give Aζ ≃ 10−5, constraining the
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model’s parameter space. During the slow-roll phase, the amplitude is the
only observable that depends on rescalings of the potential, meaning we can
fix it to the observed value a posteriori. However, once inside the critical
surface (6.9), the velocity of the transition depends on the scale of the po-
tential, implying that observables such as fNL and ns are not invariant under
potential rescalings. Fortunately, both quantities dependence on σcrit does
not change qualitatively as we vary α, and they tend to drop as trajectories
approach the edge of the critical surface (6.9). The drop can be understood
via the following physical picture. Trajectories that hit the instability close
to the edge of the critical surface gather more kinetic energy than the other
trajectories, slowing the expansion rate and generating a negative δN . This
explains the drop in fNL and the spectral index, as a negative δN creates a
negative contribution to both observables. This effect is in contrast with the
slow-roll contribution, which generates a positive contributions that peaks as
trajectories approach the edge of the critical surfeace, see Fig. 6.3.
We have to keep in mind that the analytical result (6.26) relies on the linear
approximation (6.14) and is not reliable without confirmation from numerical
tests. We present them in the next section.
6.3.2 Numerical analysis
The analytical results rely on the linear approximation (6.14) and therefore
are at best indicative. Nevertheless we can use them to identify suitable pa-
rameters for detailed numerical study.
In order to calculate the perturbations numerically, we solved the homoge-
neous equations for the three fields:
ϕ¨α + 3Hϕ˙α +
∂V
∂ϕα
= 0 ,
(6.30)
where ϕα = (φ, σ, χ) and compute the observables using the method desr-
cribed in subsection 4.2.4.
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Figure 6.3: fNL evaluated on the critical surface (6.9) as a function of σcrit
for the potential (6.8). The dots are numerical data points whereas the
continuous line is the analytical result. The other parameters are fixed as v =
10−2mpl and m = 10−3αv. Besides the expected accuracy of the analytical
results, it is interesting to note that the slow-roll contribution is positive and
peaks at the edge of the critical surface.
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Figure 6.4: ns as a function of r ≡ m/(αv) for the potential (6.8). The
continuous line represents the analytical result Eq. (6.28) and the dots are
numerical data points. The other parameters are fixed as v = 10−2mpl,
σcrit = 10
−4mpl and α is chosen to satisfy the PLANCK amplitude constraint.
Although the lowest data point, ns ≃ 0.972 and c = 10−3, is still outside the
PLANCK 68% confidence limit range, the spectral index decreases as the
inflaton φ becomes heavier.
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Figure 6.5: fNL as a function of c ≡ m/(αv) for the potential (6.8). The
continuous line represents the analytical result Eq. (6.29) and the dots are
numerical data points. The other parameters are fixed as v = 10−2mpl,
σcrit = 10
−4mpl and α is chosen to satisfy the PLANCK amplitude constraint.
Some comments are in order. In order to solve the equations (6.30), we have
to choose initial conditions for the fields. Inflation happens in the φ − σ
plane, therefore both fields follow a classical trajectory with well defined
initial conditions. However, χ is heavy and does not have superhorizon fluc-
tuations (see Section 3.1 and also subsection 5.1.2). Its initial conditions are
described by the vacuum correlation functions (6.16), and its initial average
value is χi = 0. On the other hand, χ = 0 is a classically stable trajec-
tory protected by symmetry, and the transition to the SBV happens because
of quantum fluctuations. Therefore, Eq. (6.30) is not an accurate way of
describing the quantum field χ. An accurate representation is numerically
challenging and unnecessary for our purpose, which is to study the curvature
perturbation generated on super-horizon scales by the light scalars φ and σ.
For this, we just need to know how the time necessary for the phase transition
to the SBV depends on the field values at horizon crossing φ∗ and σ∗. The
dependence can be extracted by choosing a fixed initial value 0 < χi ≪ v and
varying the initial conditions at horizon crossing in the φ − σ plane, giving
the function N(φ∗, σ∗).
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Figure 6.6: α as a function of σcrit for the potential (6.8), after the rescaling
necessary to fit the observed amplitude of perturbations. The other param-
eters are fixed as v = 10−2mpl and m = 10−3αv. The region to the left of
the vertical dashed line leads to non-gaussianity parameter fNL within the
PLANCK 68% confidence limit range.
Therefore, the algorithm is as follows: we choose the initial conditions at hori-
zon crossing φ∗ and σ∗, and run the simulation until the trajectory oscillates
around the SBV. After a few oscillations, we stop the simulation and record
the final energy density ρf . Then, we vary the initial conditions φ∗ and σ∗
and repeat the simulation, ending it when the energy density equals ρf . We
repeat the process until we have enough points to compute the derivatives of
N(φ∗, σ∗) needed to evaluate the observables Aζ , ns and fNL [Eqs. (4.7), (4.8)
and (4.25) respectively], as explained in subsection 4.2.4 . At this point, we
compare the numerical Aζ to the PLANCK constraint and rescale α as re-
quired. Finally, we repeat the process with the correct α, obtaining a data
point.
The numerical results confirm the validity of the analytic estimates Eqs. (6.28)
and (6.29) at small σcrit, as can be seen in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5. Furthermore,
requiring the spectral index to be within the 95% condence limit leads to the
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Figure 6.7: ns as a function of σcrit for the potential (6.8), numerical results
(dashed line) and analytical results (continuous line). The other parameters
are fixed as α = 10−1, v = 10−2mpl and m = 10−3αv. The region to the left
of the vertical dashed line leads to non-gaussianity parameter fNL within the
PLANCK 68% confidence limit range.
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Figure 6.8: fNL as a function of σcrit for the potential (6.8), numerical results
(dashed line) and analytical results (continuous line). The other parameters
are fixed as α = 10−1, v = 10−2mpl and m = 10−3αv. The region to the left
of the vertical dashed line leads to non-gaussianity parameter fNL within the
PLANCK 68% confidence limit range.
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constraint r ≥ 5× 104 for v = 0.01. For xed r, considering smaller values of
v drives the spectral index closer to unity, as can be seen from Eq. (6.28).
On the other hand, larger values lead to smaller ns, increasing the agreement
with observations. However, as can be seen from the slow roll equations of
motion (6.11), increasing v implies that φ < 0 rolls faster through the critical
surface, decreasing the cross section of eld values ending up in the SBV.
Eq. (6.10) highlights that as r ≡ m/(αv) increases, so does the likelihood of
a random trajectory hitting the critical surface. However, increasing r has
another undesired effect: the light scalars φ and σ roll faster compared to χ
and the transition to the SBV might not have time to happen if too close
to the edge of the critical surface. Indeed, we found that for r > 10−3, only
trajectories significantly far from the edge hit the SBV.
From Fig. 6.4 we know that for r < 10−3 the predicted spectral index is in
conflict with observations in the limit that σ → 0. For r = 10−3, we find
ns ≃ 0.972, which is also excluded by the 68% confidence limit bounds, but
is well within the 95% bracket. Furthermore, Fig. 6.5 shows that fNL grows
proportionally to r. Furthermore, Fig. 6.5 shows that fNL grows proportion-
ally to r.
Considering these constraints we choose r = 10−3 for more detailed study.
Fig. 6.6 shows the rescaled dimensionless parameter α as a function of
σcrit. It is interesting to note that is at least of order 10
−2, and of order 10−1
for trajectories leading to a viable cosmology.
In Figs. 6.8 and 6.7 the non-gaussianity parameter fNL and the spectral in-
dex ns are plotted as a function of σcrit. The dots represent data points
whereas the continuous line represents the analytical results. We can see
that the analytical approximation is only valid for small σcrit. For r = 10
−3,
we find that the universe reaches the SBV at the relatively low probability
PSBV ≈ 3× 10−4.
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Requiring the spectral index to be in the observationally compatible range
at 95% confidence level constrains the viable range of field values to |σcrit| .
8.3× 10−3mpl. The non-gaussianity parameter fNL increases the constraint,
giving |σcrit| . 8 × 10−3mpl for predictions within the 68% confidence limit
bracket.
Note that for σcrit > 8.3 × 10−3mpl the spectral index drops sharply, as can
be seen in Fig. 6.7.
6.4 Discussion
In this Chapter we have derived a SUSY F-term version of hybrid inflation
with 3 dynamically relevant scalar fields: the inflaton φ, the waterfall field
χ and a light scalar field σ. It is worth noting that, if we take the view
that the inflaton’s mass term in the superpotential (6.6) is added as a soft
R-symmetry breaking term, the scalar σ naturally has a light mass.
The potential (6.8) has three degenerate global minima, one with unbroken
and two with broken symmetry, as illustrated in Fig. 6.1. Inflationary tra-
jectories that end up in the symmetry breaking vacuum require fine tuning
of initial conditions, which could be justified by anthropic arguments. For
parameter values leading to observationally compatible predictions, we found
that, under reasonable assumptions, the likelihood of an inflationary trajec-
tory ending up in the symmetry breaking vacuum is of order 4× 10−4.
We considered the regime in which the symmetry breaking field χ is heavy
during the inflationary phase, i.e. mχ > H, and does not affect super-horizon
observables. We have shown that the presence of the light scalar σ generates
a red spectral ns < 1, as can be seen in Eq. (6.28), in agreement with obser-
vations and in contrast with the original hybrid inflation scenario.
The analytical analysis carried in Section 6.3.1 led us to choose parameters
v = 10−2mpl and r ≡ m/(αv) = 10−3 for a detailed study. In Section 5.3.4,
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we numerically computed the observables ns, fNL and Aζ for such parame-
ters. We found that trajectories hitting the critical surface Eq. (6.9) at values
such that |σcrit| ≤ 8×10−3 lead to a spectral within the current 2σ confidence
limit range and to non-gaussianity parameter fNL within the 68% confidence
limit range, as shown, respectively, in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8. Furthermore, for
such trajectories, the rescaled dimensionless parameter α is of order 10−1, as
can be seen in Fig. 6.6.
It is known that the presence of light scalar fields has non-trivial effects
on preheating dynamics [62, 63]. Analogously, light scalars should affect
the non-equilibrium dynamics of tachyonic preheating, potentially leading
to observational signatures. Their study requires a lattice simulation of the
symmetry breaking phase transition, and would complete the work presented
in this Chapter.
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Conclusions
In this thesis we studied the generation of primordial perturbations in the
context of inflationary models. In Chapter 4 we described a a formalism for
computing the curvature perturbation seeded on scales corresponding to the
observed CMB. These methods were applied to a series of models, using both
analytical and numerical techniques.
In Chapter 1 we emphasized that, given the enormous number of possible re-
alisations of inflation, it is desirable to consider models motivated by particle
physics. The class of models that has been the focus of this thesis are hybrid
models of inflation. They are the result of the marriage of inflation with
spontaneous symmetry breaking, allowing for models of inflation embedded
in particle models with Higgs-type mechanisms.
In Chapter 5 we studied in detail three different regimes of the simplest re-
alisation of such class, described by the potential (5.1). The first regime is
considered in Section 5.1. It corresponds to the original scenario of hybrid
inflation: inflation is driven by a single scalar field, the inflaton, until the
inflating trajectory reaches the critical point, triggering the waterfall phase
that abruptly ends inflation. We found that the statistics of the perturba-
tions of super-horizon modes is determined by the single-field inflationary
trajectory, the non-linear dynamics of the waterfall phase only affecting sub-
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horizon modes. The predictions for the spectral index ns and the reduced
bispectrum fNL for this scenario are given in Eqs. (5.23) and are disfavoured
by observations.
In Sections 5.2 and 5.3 we considered regimes in which inflation lasts for
at least 60 e-folds after the phase transition, meaning that the observable
signatures on CMB scales are solely determined by the dynamics after the
symmetry breaking transition has happened. In Section 5.2 the potential is
vacuum dominated until the very end of inflation. As shown in Fig. 5.1, this
regime leads to a red spectral index. However, a recently published paper [52]
analysed the parameter space of waterfall trajectories leading to more than
60 e-folds of inflation after the critical point with analytical and numerical
techniques, reaching the conclusion that it can’t lead to a viable cosmology.
In Section 5.3, inflation is driven by the inflaton’s mass term. Considered in
this regime, the potential (5.1) is approximately of the separable form and
has similar phenomenology to that of hilltop curvaton models. As in such
models, a large non-gaussianity can be generated on superhorizon scales via
the hilltop mechanism, as shown in Fig. 5.3, while satisfying observational
constraints for the spectral index (Fig. 5.4) and the amplitude of perturba-
tions.
In Chapter 6 we took the idea that inflationary models should be motivated
by particle physics one step further: we explicitly studied realisations of hy-
brid inflation derived from SUSY. In Section 6.1 we described the mininal
supersymmetric model of hybrid inflation, arguing that it can lead to obser-
vationally compatible predictions in the regime where the phase transition is
slow, as discussed in Section 5.3.
In Section 6.2 we derived from N=1 SUSY a F-term hybrid model with 3
dynamically relevant scalar fields. We studied the properties of the curva-
ture perturbation on CMB scales and found that the presence of a third light
scalar field generates a red spectral index in the regime where the symmetry
breaking transition is fast, with values compatible with the observationally
favoured range, see Fig. 6.7. This result is in contrast to the prediction of
the analogous scenario with no light fields discussed in Section 5.1. Fur-
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thermore, large non-gaussianity can be generated in this model, see Fig. 6.8,
constraining viable initial conditions. The scenario requires fine-tuning of
the initial conditions to a high degree, with most of the trajectories ending
up in a symmetry preserving vacuum. Assuming a homogeneous probabil-
ity distribution of the initial conditions, approximately one trajectory in 104
leads to the desired phenomenology. If backed by future observations, one
might invoke the anthropic principle to justify such phenomenology.
Independently of the particular details of the model, the phenomenology of
hybrid inflation with additional light scalar fields is interesting. As we saw,
the presence of light scalar fields can drastically change the predictions of
the model, possibly increasing the compatibility with observations.
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